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MOVING PROCESS BEGINS — Workers with M. C. Ruggles House Moving Contractors of Benton began putting
the first section of the old L. & N Railroad depot on dollies today to prepare for the depot's relocation from Railroad
Avenue to the Murray-Calloway County Park. The depot is scheduled to be moved either Friday or Monday ending
months of controversy concerning the movement process. The facility, to be placed at the north end of the park
near the swimming pool area, will house a park office, headquarters for the Community Theatre, and an indoor
area for theatre productions. Staff Photo By Debbie N. Lee
Carter Engages In Six-Minute
Debate On Iran Oil Exporting
By JAMES GERSTENZANG
Associated Press Writer
HANNIBAL, Mo. (AP) — President
Carter engaged in a six-minute debate,
at 5 a.m. today with an auto worker who
vigorously disagreed with Carter's
decision to permit the export of
American oil products to Iran.
"What we don't understand is why
the Ayatollah Khomeini is doing this to
the people over there, executing them,
arid more or less we are condoning it?"
the man asked Carter. Tile dialogue
occurred as the Delta Queen steamboat
stopped at Lock 21 on the Mississippi
River near Quincy, Ill., a few miles
from Hannibal.
Carter defended his decision to
permit the sale of an estimated $47
million worth of kerosene and diesel
fuel, saying "They ship us one and one-
half million barrels of oil every day."
Carter encountered his debating
partner on the way to spending several
hours sightseeing in Hannitiol,
hometown of Samuel Clemens and his
literary creation, Tom Sawyer.
The unidentified man who questioned
Carter was part of a crowd of about 300
people who greeted Carter when he
climbed overboard shortly before 5
a.m and began shaking hands.
He told the president his Iranian
brother-in-law who worked for Bell
Helicopter in Iran had just been
released from prison there.
Before approving the sale of U.S.
refined oil products, the man demanded
to know, "Why couldn't we get a
reasonable assurance that they would
take care of human rights over there?"
"All we had to do was get an
assurance that they would start
analyzing this and not trealing people
rotten because they were dealing with
Americans."
In the midst of the badgering, Carter
calmed the man down enough to say,
"you won't let me answer your
question."
Referring to Khomeini, the Iranian
ruler, Carter said: "I don't approve of
his government but the fact is that they
ship us about one and one-half million
barrels of oil every day. One time they
asked us to send them a million barrels
back."
Carter explained that the United
States receives 50 million barrels of oil
a month from Iran and that they had
requested, due to sabotage of a
refinery, one shipment of kerosene.
Asked the president: "You want me
to tell them (the Iranians 'Don't ship
us any oil?'
Someone in the audience said,
"Maybe we'd be better off if they
didn't."
Carter, in a clearly sarcastic tone of
voice, replied: "Maybe so, we can do
without it."
The man finally conceded that
Carter's decision was "reasonable" but
he still asked why Carter couldn't win
at least a "worthless assurance that
they will look into some of their human
rights violations."
As the debate ended, one of the man's
companions called out to the president,
"I think you're doing a hell of a good
job."
Secret Service agents calmly wat-
ched the debate.
Today's activities mark the next to
the last scheduled stop on the first
family's seven-day cruise down the
Mississippi on the sternwheeler Delta
Queen.
Late Wednesday, during a stop at a
lock, Carter noted the entire lock and
dam system on the Mississippi River
produces only 165 megawatts of elec-
tricity, compared to an Army Corps of




FRANKFORT, Ky. (API — A
legislative subcommittee has begun a
study of a bill draft that would create a
state workmen's compensation in-
surance fund.
State Sen. James Hammond, D-
Prestonsburg, chairman of the Interim
Joint Labor and Industry Committee's
subcommittee on workmen's com-
pensation, said that the bill could
become part of a legislative package
aimed at lowering premiums and
raising worker benefits.
Kentucky reportedly has one of the
lowest benefit levels and highest work-
men's compensation rates in the nation,
ranking 14th in high cost of premiums
and 42nd in benefits.
The subcommittee heard testimony
Wednesday from representatives of six
state funds on the feasibility of
initiating a state fund in Kentucky.
The commonwealth does not have a
state workmen's compensation fund or
insurance provider. Employers can
comply with state requirements
through self-insurance, group self-
insurance or private insurance.
Self-insured employers are those who
have the ability to directly pay work-
men's compensation benefits, while
group self insurance means two or
rnee employers pool their liabilities.
Feay-Burton Smith, representing
Colorado's state workmen's com-
pensation fund, said he thought it would
be possible for Kentucky to begin a
state fund with General Fund money,
then reimburse the state treasury for
that amount.
Smith said Colorado was given $5,000
to begin its state fund in 1915, but
because of mandatory participation by
state agencies, never used it.
In response to questions about
allegations that some state funds are
operating at a near-bankrupt level,
spokesmen for the state funds
represented at the meeting said theirs
were self-supporting.
Dan Blizzard, representing the West
Virginia fund, said the state has in-
vested its premiums so that more than
$1.10 in benefits can be returned for
every $1 in premiums. Benefits for
older workers have been substantially
upgraded, he said.
Also represented were New York,
Oregon, Montana and Nevada.
Hammond said he favors a state
insurance fund that would compete
with industry, thereby bringing rates
down.
The subcommittee is scheduled to
meet next week to review legislatisre
proposals, including the state fund bill
draft.
Press secretary Jody Powell said the
White House would issue a statement
today detailing Carter's plans to use an
executive order to increase power
production along the river.
The president did not have to leave
the boat today to encounter a character
out of Mark Twain, the name under
which Clemens wrote.
Up in the wheelhouse reigns pilot C.S.
Ware, who has worked on the river all
but 17 of his 66 years.
Ware was in his high, cushioned chair
Tuesday afternoon when the Delta
Queen ran smack into a 30-minute
squall that briefly packed winds of
almost 70 miles an hour and driving
sheets of rain.
"Rain or shine or sleet or snow, the
Delta Queen she's got to go," sang out
Ware, who swung the boat into a cove to
drive the rocking vessel out of the brunt
of the storm.
Carter, in the wheelhouse for most of
the storm, later congratulated Capt
Fred Martin for a job "well done."
The storm sent the steamboat's
crystal chandeliers swinging over the
grand staircase, tossed aluminum deck
chairs about like doll house furniture
and left the presidential flag flying in
tatters atop the front mast.
Martin called the storm, which had
winds approaching hurricane force,
"very serious," but said he had en-
countered a similar one last fall.
The sternwheeler's control
mechanism — two steering rods instead
of a wheel — and digital depth finder
would look like magic to Twain, a
sternwheeler pilot himself in his early
years.
In calmer waters, Ware recalled his
days as a deckhand, when depths were
taken — as they were in Twain's pre-
Civil War days on the "father of
waters" — by a deckhand who threw a
marked lead line overboard and called
out the readings.
"Them old pilots wanted you to sing
to them and sometimes they'd forget
about you and you'd holler and holler.
"I'd do a lot of dry leadin'," he said,
remembering the practice of calling out
depths without actually tossing the line
into the water.
today's index 














Partly cloudy with a chance of
showers and thunderstorms
tonight and Friday. Continued
vecy warm and humid with highs
FrTday in the mid 80s. Lows
tonight around 70.
Winds, south to sonthwest at 5
to 15 mph tonight. Rain chances
areO percent tonight and 30
percent Friday.
Depot
Mover To Proceed With Park Relocation
By DEBBIE N. LEE
Staff Reporter
The old L & N Railroad depot may
soon find a new home in the Murray-
Calloway County Park after months of
controversy concerning the movement
process. The first section of the
structure is scheduled to be moved
Friday or Monday.
Members of the parks board voted 6-1
with me abstention Wednesday af-
ternoon to go ahead with the previous
plans to move the facility from its
present location on Railroad Avenue to
the park. The vote was taken in a
special called meeting held at the
depot.
At the board's last regular meeting
on Aug. 12, the members voted to notify
the mover, M. C. Ruggles House
Moving Contractors of Benton, that
they were no longer interested in
moving the structure since the deadline
was nearing on a grant the board
received to help fund the move.
Following that meeting, Marshall
Jones, a member of the city council, A.
W. Simmons Jr. and representatives of
the Murray-Calloway County Com-
munity Theatre met with Mayor Melvin
B. Henley to see if there was still a
possibility that Ruggles could move the
depot before the expiration of the grant.
The mover was contacted and he
agreed to proceed with the move.
Ruggles contracted with the board
for $7,000 last year to move the depot by
Nov. 30, 1978. Although the company did




LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — The
average price of unleaded gasoline
broke the $1-a-gallon barrier in Ken-
tucky this week as prices at full-service
stations rose another six-tenths of a
cent.
The latest fuel gauge survey of
service stations along Kentucky's
major highways showed an average
per-gallon price at full-service stations
of 96.2 cents for regular, $1.01.2 for
premium and $1.00.3 for unleaded.
Prices at self service stations,
however, dropped a half-cent, ac-
cording to the survey by the Bluegrass
and Louisville automobile clubs.
Average prices are now 91.4 cents for
regular, 97.7 for premium and 95.4 for
unleaded.
Diesel fuel prices dropped three-
tenths of a cent to an average of 94.7
cents per gallon, according to the
survey, which also showed .some im-
provements in supplies and
availability.
Only 4 percent of the stations
reported being out of one or more
grades of fuel, compared with 11 per-
cent last week; 39 percent of the
stations expect to be open Sunday,
compared with 32 percent a week
earlier.
Weekday and 24-hour operations
remained unchanged, with 32 percent of
the stations staying open after 8 p.m.
Monday through Friday, 50 percent
open after 6 p.m. Saturday and 13
percent open all day, every day.
cutting the 37-by-200 foot depot into
three sections to facilitate moving, it
still remains on its original site.
Following Ruggles' failure to move
the structure by the designated date, an
extension was granted on the expiration
date of the $24,000 Bureau of Outdoor
Recreation matching grant. The ex-
tension expires Dec. 31, 1979.
Several parks board members stated
at the Aug. 12 meeting that they felt no
more extensions would be granted.
Ruggles came to the special meeting
Wednesday and told the board that he
was now ready to proceed with the
move and would be checking today into
the moving of electric and telephone
lines during the relocation process.
The foundation for the depot
relocation has been laid at the park.
The depot, which was sold to the city by
L & N for $1, will be placed at the north
end of the park near the swimming pool
area.
Plans call for the depot to house a
park office, as well as headquarters for
the Community Theatre, the
organization primarily interested in the
use of the facility, and an indoor area
for theatre productions. The building
also contains a large open area which
will be utilized by both the Community
Theatre group and the public.
An agreement reached in March
between the parks board and the
Community Theatre stipulates that the
parks board will be responsible for the
area utilized by the park • for office
space, as well as the open area. The
Community Theatre will be responsible
for its area. Each agency will pay for
its own utilities.
Bomb Hoax Aids Man In
Hijacking United 727
PORTLAND, Ore. (AP) — A man
pretending to carry a bomb hijacked a
United Airlines 727 carrying 119 per-
sons from Portland to Los Angeles and
forced the plane to return to Portland,
where he surrendered early today, the
FBI said.
All 112 passengers and seven crew
members left the aircraft unharmed,
the FBI said.
The man gave himself up at 2:25 a.m.
PDT and was taken into custody by the
FBI who identified the suspect as
James R. Mlbee, 26, of Portland.
The airport bomb squad opened the
package he said was an explosive
device and confirmed it was not a
bomb. Authorities did not reveal the
contents of the package.
"The only demand that has been
made is that the man wanted to come
back to Portland," said FBI spokesman
Bill Williams.
Williams said that the case would be
turned over to the U.S. attorney's office
and that Allbee would arraigned later
today before a U.S. magistrate.
He said the FBI would have no
comment on a possible motive for the
hijacking expect to say "you can be
assured it was not a terrorist act or
anything of that nature."
Negotiations were conducted over the
aircraft's radio, Williams said.
Several hours earlier, an explosive
device and an extortion note directed to
United were found at the Portland
International Airport, but authorities
said it did not appear the two incidents
were related. That device was defused
widthout incident.
Ilbee was involved in a 1975 ex-
tortion case and during the hijack
episode asked to see Portland Police Lt.
Rob Aichele, one of the officers who
dealt with Allbee at that time, Williams
said.
Allbee was charged with extortion
after the 1975 incident in which a man
asked $50,000 in connection with a
threat to bomb Portland Adventist
Hospital, according to news reports at
the time. The outcome of the case was
not known immediately.
Wednesday's incident began after
UAL Flight 739 departed Portland for
Los Angeles at 9 p.m. PDT Wednesday.
At 10:38 p.m., one of the passengers told ,
the cockpit crew that he had a bomb on
board, San Francisco authorities said
Rita Rouille of Los Angeles, a
passenger, said during the flight she
was two seats away from the man she
later learned was the alleged hijacker.
Ms. Rouille said the man had a black
overnight bag which he kept under his
seat. Just before reaching San Fran-
cisco, the man took the bag and went to
the front of the plane, she said.
"I saw this gentleman walking up to
the front of the plane with his suit-
case.. .he squinted his eyes and kind of
looked at me sideways," Ms. liouille
said.
The plane landed 10 minutes later in
San Francisco International Airport to
refuel before returning to Portland. It
touched down in Portland at 1:13 a.m.
PDT today and was directed to an area
that had been cordoned off.
President Urges Ex-Attorney
General Not To Join In Suit
LOS ANGELES (AP) — President
Carter urged former Attorney General
Griffin Bell not to join in a controversial
anti-trust suit against the Organization
of Petroleum Exporting Countries, the
judge in the case has said from the
bench.
U.S. District Court Judge A. Andrew
Hauk, who is to hear final arguments
today, disclosed Wednesday he had
discussed the case with Bell during a
chance meeting at Palm Springs, Calif.




"I wanted amicus curae (friend-of-
the-court) briefs from the State
Department, Energy Department and
the Treasury Department on this sort of
thing," the judge declared.
"I even asked the attorney general at
Palm Springs. I said, `Mr. attorney
general,' and he said, 'Call me Grill.'
'Griff,' I said, 'Why didn't you file a
brief in this case?' Hauk recalled. He
said, 'You got hot potatoes on your
hands..."
Judging Winners — The 4-H and FFA dairy judging was held recently at the Purchase District Fair. Winners in the
competition were (from le4, front row) Amanda Shelton, Deana Cunningham, Lisa Howard and Gina Shipley. On the
back row are (from left) Laura Se"), jimmy Brown, Chuck Martin, Gaye Martin, Ben Brumley and Leland Steely.
All Wicker & Rattan
Bel Air Center HOURS: 10-6 M-F
753-1851 10-5 Sat.
Saturday, Aug. 25
Events in Land Between the
Lakes will include Nature
Bike Hike at lilau a.m. and
Animal and Plant 'travelers at
2 p.m., both at Center Station;
Lantern Tour at The
Homeplace-1850 at 8 p.m.;
Worm Farming from 1 to 2:30
pin, at Empire Farm.
MAW  
NAM 
late Show•Fri. & Sat.
11 40 Adult Entertainment
18 8, Over Only
411
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Thursday, Aug. 23
Reentry Seminar for adults
entering Murray State
University this fall, sponsored
jointly by Counseling, Testing,
and Learning Centers, will be
from 8 a.m. to 12 noon at the
Learning Center, Lowry
Center Annex, Old Library.
For information phone 762-
6851.
New Concord and Hamlin
Senior Citizens will have their
annual fish fry at the home of
Mary Rawlings, Pine Bluff
Shores. at 12 noon.aAll senior
citizens of the areas are in-
vited.
Suzanne Doyle will present
a workshop on "How To
Present Your Work With
Proper Framing" at the
Murray Art Guild from 1 to 3
p.m. No charge will be made.
Disabled American
Veterans Chapter and the
Auxiliary are scheduled to
meet at 7 p.m. at the
American Legion Hall, South
Sixth and Maple Streets.
Activities in Land Between
the lakes will include Birding
For Beginners at 2:30 p.m.
and Hayride with $1 fee at 6:30
p.m., both starting at Center
Station.
Murray Sub District United
Methodist Youth Fellowship
will meet at Brooks Chapel
Church at 7 p.m.
Gospel Singing featuring
Ron and The Joyfulaires of
Dickson; Tenn., will be held at
First Assembly of God, 16th
and Glendale Road, at 7 p.m.
Public is invited and for




be from 9 a.m. to 12 noon and
from I to 4 p.m. at the center
in the Child Studies Building,
Murray State University.
Friday, Aug. 24
Events in Land Between the
lakes will include The Sixth
Sense at 1:30 p.m. and Animal
Communication at 3:30 p.m ,
both at Center Station.
Memorial Baptist Church
Puppeteers will present a
performance at Hillman
Ferry Campground at 8:30
Activities for Hazel Senior
Citizens will be held at the
-Hazel Community Center
starting at 10 a.m. with lunch
to be served at 11:45 a.m.
Shopping for Murray Senior
Citizens will be held and call
753-0929 by 9 a.m. for morning
shopping and by 11:30 a.m. for
afternoon shopping.
Calloway County High
School Lakers will open their
football season with a home
game with Union County at
Roy Stewart Stadium, Murray
State University.
Murray High School Tigers
will open their footbal season
with a game with Russellville
there. 
Rangerettes of the Wood-
men of the World will have a
slumber party starting at 9
p.m. Each one is to bring her
sleeping bag.
Dillar Dollar Women's
Bowling League will meet at
10 a.m. at Corvette Lanes. All
women interested in bowling
each Friday morning are
invited to attend.
Twilight Golf and Club
.Membership Social are
scheduled at 5:30 p.m. at the
Murray Country Club.
Saturday, Aug. 25
Saturday classes for the fall
term at Murray State
University start today.
Band from Winchester,
Tenn., will play at 7:30 p.m. at
the Summer In The Park
series at Paris Landing State
We are very pleased to announce
that Donna Rogers, bride-elect of
Joseph Packa has selected her china
and crystal from our complete bridal
registry.



























































Garage sale, sponsored by
Business and Professonal
Women's Chib, will start at 8
a.m. at the home of Janice
McClard, 503 Blair Street.
Al-A-Thon will meet at 8
p.m. at the Carman Pavillion,
College Farm Road. This is a
support group for familis and
friends of alcoholics. For
information call 437-4229.
Sunday, Aug. 26
Mr. and Mrs. Ezba L. Beale,
Hardin Route 1, will be
honored with a reception at
the Trevathan Room, Bank of
Marshall County, Benton,
from 2 to 4 p.m.
Calloway County Fire-
Rescue Squad will have a fund
raising road block starting at
11 a.m. in Murray.
Girls In Action of First
Baptist Church will have a tea
at the church parlor at 3:30
p.m. This is for kindergarten.
all GAs, and their mothers.
Acteens of First Baptist
Church will have a special
event at 1605 Sycamore Street
at 12:30 p.m. For reservations
call 753-6349 or 753-3257 by
Aug. 24.
Land Between the Lakes
events will include Worm
Farming at Empire Farm
from 2 to 3:30 p.m., Wild-
flowers of LBL at Center
Station at 2 p.m.. and Gran-
dparents' Day at The




Discussion Group will meet at
7 p.m. at the Calloway Public
Library with Libby Hart as
leader for Plato's Apology and
Crito.
Local Arthritis Fund Drive
campaign workers will have a
spaghetti supper kickoff
meeting, hosted by Laurel
P'Pool, county chairman, at
DeVanti's at 6 p.m. Note
change from place originally
listed.
Recovery, Inc., will meet at
the Health Center, North
Seventh and Olive Streets, at
7:30 p.m. This is for all per-
sons with emotional or ner-
vous needs.
Singles Unlimited will meet
at 7:30 p.m. at the social hall
of the First United Methodist
Church. This is for all adults
over 18 years of age who are
single for any reason.
Monday. Aug. 27
Parents Anonymous u
meet at 7:15 p.m. For
formation call 759-4875 or 75
1792.
Divorce Support Group
sponsored by the Counselna
and Testing Center, Murra
State University, will meet
Ordway Hall. For informatioi
call 762-6851.
Calloway High School Lakc
annuals for 1978-79 may tic
picked up at the school from
to 4 p.m.
VISIT IN SEDALIA
Mr. and Mrs. Raymor,,1
Workman have returned hone
after a visit with their son-1: -
law and daughter, Mr. a: 1
Mrs. James V. Edwards
Sedalia, Mo.
Murray Lodge No. 105 Free
and Accepted Masons wi.,
meet at 7:30 p.m. at the lodge
hall.
FOR FRIDAY, AUGUST 24.
1779
What kind of day Neil,
tomorrow be? To find out whai
the stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth
Sign.
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19
Consult with doctors
feeling under par. Advisers
will help you alleviate worries
re job with optimistic counsel
Relax
TAURUS
( Apr. 20 to May') bug.
If doubtful about a romantic
situation, you may feel more
secure if entertaining a:
home. Get to know others at
your own speed.
GEMINI
( May 21 to June 20)
You and a close one may noi
see eye to eye about a
domestic situation. A talk sv:L
allow you both to see issues
more clearly.
CANCER
(June 21 to July 22
You may be perplexed about
a work situation Don't let
doubt spread to other areas of
life. Your judgment is right
about a purchase.
LEO
(July 23 to Aug. 22) • •
Avoid dubious investment
schemes and those who falsely
appeal to your sympathies.
However, you will find
something ruce for yourself.
VIRGO „A !
( Aug. 23 to Sept. 22) "V
Know that there are some
things in life we can't change.
Be sympathetic, but don't let
the others' problems un-
dermine your self-confidence.
A continuous stream front
up north flows daily down to
Florida. but Mike and Debbie
Keller, decided to do it the
other way around.
The Kellers were living in
the Tampa, Florida area,
where Mike worked as a CPA.
About a month ago Mike and
Debbie and young son,
Nathan, moved up here to
Murray. A graduate of
Murray High and Murray
State University, Mike has
opened his own CPA office and
all of the Don Keller family is
delighted to have them back
home. Right now the Mike
Kellers are living with • his
parents on College Farm
Road, and he also has his
office there.
+++
What a tourist attraction
Opryland, in Nashville is. The
Opryland Hotel has to be one
of the most gorgeous hotels in
the country., done in the old
south tradition. The brass
chandelier, .hanging in the
tremendous entrance hall is
LIBRA
i Sept. 23 to Oct. 22)
The truth may be
misrepresented. A talk with a
friend will alleviate doubts.
Don't be gullible. Stick with
those you trust.
SCORPIO
( Oct. 23 to Nov. 21) Mar°V




Watch expenditures at par-
ties.
SAGITI'ARIUS )er!Nov. 22 to Dec. 21)
Consult with advisers before
taking career chances. Your




( Dec. 22 to Jan. 19)
Don't expect guarantees.
Despite you're uncertainty
about where someone stands,
,:ou are sure of your own
feelings and should act ac-
cordingly.
AQUARIUS
Jan. 20 to Feb. 18
Financial dealings with
friends are liable to be
complicated. Let others show
good faith before you become
involved. Talks are helpful.
PISCES
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 201 X C.
Maybe you're .,paicertain
,about your career direction,
but that shouldn't 'Interfere
with completion of definite
tasks now.
YOU BORN TODAY have a
keen sense of social
awareness. You'd make a
valuable supporter to any
cause that appeals to you and
can succeed in public affairs.
PARK ENTRANCE — Gary Hohman, director of the Murray-Callovvay County Park, ad-
mires the flowering annuals at the entrance to the park. Members of the Garden
Department of the Murray Woman's Club planted the marigolds and ageratum and
have maintained the bed throughout the summer. Juanita's Flowers, Inc., Murray
Home and Auto Store, and Shirley's Garden Center assisted the Garden Department
by providing materials for the flower bed.
7:15,9:25
& 2:30 Sat. St Stui.
JAM IS I-11101, I























an art object to behold.
The musical talent that
abotutds in the Opryland
shows takes your breath
away. If you go, don't miss
The Show Boat or the new
show in the Roy Acuff
Theatre, or the famous
Country and Western Music
Show. Opryland attracts
college studens from all over
the country, who are trying to
break into show business.
+ ++
The last of August and the
first part of September is
when all of our college
students are going back to
school. The largest part attend
Murray State, but University
of Kentucky, Vanderbilt and
Western receive their share of
Calloway Countians.
+++ *
Also, don't forget Murray
High Football this Friday
night, at Russellville. Conte
on, you boosters, let's cheer
this team on this year.
Speaking of Murray High,
Billie iMrs. Vernon) Cohoon,
was lamenting the fact this
week, that this is the first time
in twenty-five years, she and
Vernon haven't had a student
in Murray High School at
some time or another.
+++
I was reading this article
recently that points its finger
at us housewives — the article
accused us of being the worst
gas wasters in the nation.
It pointed out that we,drive
our children to school, one by
one, run out, and run one
errand, come home, do around
at home a bit, then pick up the
children, nut them around all
over town.
The writer suggested that
we housewives try to combine
a few trips and save a gallon
or two of gas.
Murray's loss
Lexington's gain-Janice
Austin and her family; Brent.
Jill,'-and the twins, Mark and
Paul. are getting settled in the
Blue Grass. -
Mark and Paul will be
sophomores at Tate's Creek
High School. Jill will be
returning to Centre College at
Danville, as a -sophomore, and
Bent will be enrolling at the
University of Kentucky.
They will be sorely missed
in our community and we wish
theni well.
Mr. and Mrs. Clay Jones
Mr anti Mrs. Clay Jones of Benton Route I will celebrate
their 50th wedding anniversary with a reception given by
their children and grandchildren in the fellowship hall of the
Oak Grove Cumberland Presbyterian Church on Sunday,
Sept. 2.
All friends and relatives are invited to call during the hours
of 2 to 4 pin. Only out of town invitations are being sent. The
couple requests that guests not bring gifts.
Mr. and Mrs. Jones were maned Aug. 29, 1929, in Paris.
Tenn„ with the Rev. D. J. Spaulding officiating. Their at-
tendaiits were the late Noah Lovett and Laurine Cathey
Sheppard, niece of the bride.
Mrs. Jones, the folitier Treva Jones, the daughter of the
late Bolin and Annie Puckett Jones, is retired from the Merit
Clothing Company, Mayfield.
Mr. Jones, the son of the late Dock and Alice Anderson
Jones, is retired from fanning and the Marshall County Road
Department.
They are the parents of two children, Mrs. J. D. Anna
Usrey of Benton Route 1 and Dr. Henry Earl Jones of
Atlanta, Ga. Their six grandchildren are Mrs. Ronnie
!Esther Ford, Bruce Usrey, Vanessa Usrey, Greg Jones,
Larontla Jones, and Tamara Jones. Their two great gran-
dchildren are Crystal and Heather Ford.
Mr. and Mrs. Jones are members of the Oak Grove
Funtber land Pret) tertan Church.




New shoes should he tun . and that's what RED GOOSE SHOES have
been for youngsters just like yours . since 1906' Fit and quality are
built-in .. . and so is satisfaction for you and your children. We guarantee
the fit because no youngster should wear improperly titling shoes Shoes
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HEALTH
Elevated cholesterol
Lawrence E. Lamb, M.D.
DEAR DR. LAMB — Ian a
41-year-old male and I've
not had any history of heart
disease but a lot of my close
relatives on my father's
side, including my father,
have had heart disease.
I'm 5 feet 10 and weigh 160
pounds and engage in a
vigorous jogging program.
My blood pressure is normal
and I'm noritiabetic. My
problem has been consistent
elevated cholesterol levels
and occasionally high trigly-
ceride readings despite per-
iodic low-fat diets. During
the past five years my low-
est cholesterol count has
been 265 and the highest has
been 338 which was my most
recent test. At what approxi-
mate level might drug
therapy be called for and
what, if any, are the risks
associated with this type of
therapy?
DEAR: READER —
You're wise to take preven-
tive measures now, particu-
larly if you have a strong
family history of early heart
disease. Your elevated cho-
lesterol levels may increase
your risk of having a heart
attack about three times
what it would be if it were
completely normal. The
three main factors that peo-
ple can do something about
that influence whether
you're going to have a heart
attack or not really are the
elevated cholesterol level,
cigarette smoking and ele-
vated blood pressure.
When all three of these
risk factors are increased in
a young man, it may in-
crease his likelihood of hav-
ing a heart attack to 38 times
what it would be if these risk
factors were simply normal.
To give you more informa-
tion on the risk factors, I'm
sending you The Health Let-
ter number 13-2, How To
sasasare Your Risk Of Heart
Disease. Other readers who
want this issue can send 75
cents in check or coin with a
long, stamped, self-ad-
dressed envelope for it. Send
your request to me, in care
of this newspaper, P.O. Box
1551, Radio City Station,
New York, NY 10019.
As you can see from The
Health Letter I'm sending
you, office determinations of
cholesterol aren't always
the same as the values used
from research studies. Even
so, by any measure, your
recent test of 338 is too high.
If that is an accurate indica-
tion of your level of choles-
terol, it would be to your
advantage to lower it. It
seems like almost every
medicine to lower choles-
terol ends up having side
effects. That's why I've al-
ways plugged heavily for
altering one's life style
rather than using medicines
when possible.
That 160 pounds may
mean you're too fat. You can
have a better idea by seeing
if there are any significant
fat deposits under your skin
around your waist. Those
last five to 10 pounds can be
Woman's Club
Plans Meeting
The Murray Woman's Club will open the 1979-80 club year
with an organizational workshop and meeting on Tuesday.
Aug. 28, at 7:30 p.m. at the club house on Vine Street', ac-
cording to Bonnie Jones, general president.
Special keynote speaker will be Clara Austin of Lone Oak
who is the leadership development chairman for the Ken-
tucky Federation of Women's Clubs. Mrs. Austin has been
active in the work of the Lone Oak Woman's Club, and also on
the district arid state levels of federation work.
Mrs. Jones said this was an open meeting and urged all
nienibers to attend. Workshops for the various departmental
officers and chairmen will be held after the general program.
Among those directing the workshops will be Desiree
Hosick, parliamentarian; -Helen Kline, treasurer: Ruth
Wilson, secretary; Oneida Eoyd, contest; Peggy Billington,
house b Burkeen, publicity; Frances Galloway, finance;
Janet Ward, civic: Barbara Brandon and Martha Crafton,
yearbook: Shirlev Winters, press book.
et,
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very important.
Individuals who do get into
trouble with -vigorous jogg-
ing" are those who try to run
too fast or do too much. The
risk factors correlate very
well with the amount of
disease that's in the coro-
nary arteries. Individuals
who want to exercise should
pay more attention to their
risk factors. I'm also send-
ing you The Health Letter
number 13-4, A Perspective
On Jogging Deaths. ( Avail-
able to other readers who
send 75 cents with a
stamped, self-addressed
envelope. r
Of course, I assume that
you do not smoke. If you do,




The Poplar Spring Baptist
Church WMU presented
special singing programs for
the patients at the Westview
Nursing Home and the
residents of Fern Terrace
Lodge for the month of July.
Mrs. Louie Short played
the piano for the singers who
were Cloia Campbell, Etta
Dick, Otis Lovins, Lois Smith.
Mildred Thompson, Ruby
Fannin, Sally Van Natter,
Earl Van Natter, the Rev.
Ron•nie Adams, Freida
Adams, Cris Adams, Laurene
McCuiston, Clay:borne
McCuiston, Kay Taylor, Pam
Cherry, Sue Campell, Fronie
Hammon, Jim Hammon, Guy
Dunn, Flossie Byerly, Glenda
Byerly, and Muria! Wright.
The devotional messages
were given by the Rev.
Adams. Special prayer was
led by Earl Van Natter.
Laura Jennings Is
Leader Of Program
At Eva Wall Picnic
Laura Jennings directed the
progrrn on "Bangladesh" at
the picnic meeting of the Eva
Wall Group of the Memorial
Baptist Church Women held
on Tuesday, July 24, at 10:30
a.m. at the Murray-Calloway
County Park.
Each member present took
part in the discussion. The call
to prayer was by Mae Foster
who also read scripture from
John 3. Prayers were led by
Mrs. Foster and Modelle
Miller for the missionaries
having birthdays on that date.
Connie White told of the
needs for the Oneida Institute:
The group voted to send $25
each quarter starting in
September. Mrs. White led the
closing prayer.
Box chicken lunches with
cold drinks t'ere served at
noon.
Others present were Verna
Mae Stubblefield, Lalah Boyd,
Opal Reeves, Dot Danner,
Willie Garland, Geneva







Mrs. Delana Sue Riley, 109
W. 1st St., Benton, Mrs.
Wanda Faye Burkeen, Rt. 3,
Box 318-B, Benton, Mrs. Edna
P. McNeefy, Rt. 5, Box 63,
Benton, Albert Mays, 309 Ave.
F. Hilltop, Bloomington, Ill.,
Louis Greenfield, 709 Good-
man, Murray. Ray Paul
Neihoff, 1164 Elmdale,
Paducah, Rob R. Erwin, Rt. 1,
Box 137, Hazel, Timmy L.
McDowell, Box 27 A, Hardin,
Brian J. McDowell, Box 27 A.
Hardin, Kimberly D. Bogard,
Rt. I, Box 199, New Concord,
Mrs. Cheryl L. Edwards, Rt.
5, Box 127, Murray, Mrs.
Bonnie C. Clark, East 23rd.,
St., Benton, Larry Suiter, Rt. 3
Box 145, Murray, Crawford L.
McClain, 215 Cooper St.,
Paris, Tenn., Mrs. Gloria P.
Cunningham, 1613 Sunset,
Murray, Glenn E. Puckett, 704
Anderson Ave., Mayfield,
Francis G. Smith, 509 Beale
St., Murray, Mrs. Elsie P.
Parker, Rt. 6, Box 16, Murray,
Mrs. Ora Joyce, General
Delivery, Hazel, Mrs. Edith
Lee, Box 7, Hazel, Mrs.
Gertrude P. Burkdoll, L2
Southside Manor, Murray,




Bowlers for the Tuesday Night
ladies' Magic Tri Bowling
League. If interested contact
Billie Hall at 753-7886 or








Bill Huie of Murray and Mrs. Jim Higgins of Louisville
announce the approaching marriage of their youngest
daughter, Miss Denisa Huie, to Ronnie Nelson, son of Mr. and
Mrs. David Nelson of Hardin.
The bride-elect is a student at Murray State University
where she is majoring in radio and television and minoring in
advertising.
Mr. Nelson is employed at Miller Auto Parts in Benton.
The wedding will take place on Saturday. Sept. 1, at the





DEAR ABBY: Many couples who live together without
marriage say, "We don't need a piece of paper to make our
commitment binding. A piece of paper doesn't mean a
thing!"
May I point out that when a person buys an automobile he
had better have that "piece of paper" or he could be in a lot
of trouble.
Also, a driver's license is just "a piece of paper," but you'd
better not be caught driving without it.
And when a person buys a home, or any other piece of
property, he makes sure he has that "piece of paper."
And when a person graduates from high school, college or
a trade school, that "piece of paper" can make the difference
between getting a job and not getting one.
We live our lives with pieces of paper. beginning with a
birth certificate and+-ending with a death certificate. And
let's not forget the another very important piece of
paper.
So when I hear people say. "A piece of paper doesn't mean
a thing," I'm reminded of the classic old adage: "Ignorance is
bliss."
PAPER IS PROOF
DEAR PAPER: Granted, written documentation makes
life immeasurably less complicated, but common-law mar-
riages have been recognized as legal and binding for a long
time in some states.
Forgive my pickiness, but the "classic old adage" you
refer to is not "ignorance is bliss." It's "Where ignorance is
bliss, 'tis folly to be wise." I"Ode on a Distant Prospect of
Eton College" by Thomas Gray.)
DEAR ABBY: I feel like a silly adolescent writing to you
about this, but I've always respected your advice.
I'm a 26-year-old woman, never married, who is currently
dating a man my age who is in the same boat. •
I care about him, but here's the problem. He doesn't kiss
very well: To be honest about it,.the man just doesn't know
how to kiss at all.
Please don't tell me to talk to him about it. I just couldn't.
I'm afraid his feelings might be hurt and I'd never see him
again. I am very much attracted to him and, given a chance, I
think we might be good for earth her. Please help.
FRUSTRATED
DEAR FRUSTRATED: You need not tell him anything.
Show him by kissing him the way you want to be kissed
Unless he's a total lummox, he'll catch on.
DEAR ABBY: There is a great deal of controversy in my
family as to the proper terminology of the following:
When the bride enters the church to meet the groom, is
she walking UP the aisle? Or is she walking DOWN the
aisle? -
CONFUSED IN LIVERPOOL. N.Y.
DEAR CONFUSED: She is walking DOWN the aisle.
After the ceremony she walk] UP the aisle.
CNFIDENTIAL TO "YOUNG PHILOSOPHER IN
KODIAK, ALASKA": To quote an ancient philosopher,
Buddha: "Believe nothing, no matter where you read it, or
who said it, no matter if I have said it, unless it agrees with
your own reason and your oun common sense."
Getting married? 1% hether you want • formal church
wedding or a simple do -% our-own-thing ceremony, get
Abby's new booklet, "How to Have a Lovely Wedding."
Send SI and a long, stamped (28 cents) self-addressed
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Mike Brun Speaker, Meet,
At Goshen Methodist Church
The Goshen United
Methodist Church Women
heard a special program by
Mike and Pat Brun at the
recent meeting held at the
church.
Mike Brun related his story
Galloway Band
Boosters Meet
The Calloway County Band
Boosters Club held its first
band season meting on
Thursday evening, Aug. 9, at
the band room of the Calloway
County High School.
Club officers acquainted the
members with the coming
events involving the band.
Work groups were established
for the concession stand at the
high school football games.
The next meeting of the
band will be held Monday,
Sept. 10, at 7 p.m. at the band
room at CCHS.
of how he came to the United
States. He was born in
Rumania and forced out by
World W 11. When his family
left their home, they traveled
through Rumania and
Hungary and ended up staying
in Austria for a short time.
Throughout their journey,
Brun said they encountered
many hardships, one of which
was trying to stay ahead of the
progression of the war. When
the family had the op-
portunity, they came to
America and settled in Spring
City, Tenn.. nearly 30 years
ago.
In 1977, he and his wtfe. Pat,
visited his former home in
Rumania and many places he
and his family had visited in
their travels.
The speaker was introduced
by Jo Reeder, progra chair-
man. Anna Wright read a
poem entitled "God Bless
America."
Glenda Wilson, president,
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The thousands of Kentucky
children trooping back to
school this month will have a
tough act to follow: their own.
Last year all Kentucky public
school students in four grades
were tested in basic learning
skills.
They did quite well. National-
ly 77 per cent of students scored
average or above on the tests.
Kentucky students in the third,
seventh and 10th grades beat
that mark in eight of nine sub-
jects. Kentucky fifth graders
did even better. They beat the
average mark in all nine pro-
jects.
The test results suggest
children — and taxpayers —
are getting some benefits from
the 1pereased spending on
educalon that has been a
priority of Gov. Julian Carroll's
administratton.
Kentucky long had languish-
ed at near the bottom of the
barrel in per capita spending on
primary and secondary educa-
tion. In recent years, that has
changed for the better.
In 1978 the General Assembly
decided to find out what tax-
payers were getting for their
money and ordered that stan-
dardized tests to be given to
four grades of school children
every year.
The first year's results were
good, but some educators
worry that record may be hard
to maintain.
Agree Or Not
They point out that many
other states have started
similar programs, and that will
push up the nationwide
averages.
"We can't expect Kentucky
students to keep outdoing the
nationa," Don Van Fleet, an of-
ficial of the state Department
of Education, said recently.
Why can't we? Competition
provides an incentive to excel.
That incentive largely has been
lacking in the public school
system.
Standardized test results, of
course, should not be the only
benchmark of a school's perfor-
mance. But it is a useful one.
And there's no reason why
this year's crop of school






By S.C. Van Curon
Campaigns
Heating Up
FRANKFORT — In the middle of dog
days last week, the political campaign
for governor began to heat up with both
candidates trying to establish some
campaign issues.
Kentucky Fried Chicken king John
Young Brown Jr. came out swinging at
Republican Louie B. Nunn who is
seeking to become governor again after
serving a four-year term from 1967-71.
Brown is making his first venture into
Kentucky politics although his family
name has been prominent in the state
for many years.
Brown attacked Nunn's record on
education and says it is now time for the
state to have a businessman as
governor.
The Republicans launched a series of
speeches across the state last week to
reveal Nunn's program and a 'profile'
of Brown, the man.
Both parties have been busy in past
weeks trying to perfect their
organizations across the state, but last
week signaled the start of the campaign
that is likely to become bitter and
confused in the weeks to come. This
won't be unusual for Kentucky where
personalities often provoke more
oratory than constructive campaign
issues or programs.
While Democrats outnumber
Republicans by 2 to 1 in voter
registration. this campaign is marred
by a federal investigation of the present
Democrat administration.
Brown has said publicly that he
doesn't want anyone involved in the
grand jury, investigation associated
with his campaign. This is a broad
sweep that involves many in Gov.
Julian Carroll's administration and the
past administration of Democrat Gov.
Wendell H. Ford. The calling of a
witness before the grand jury does not
mean that the witness is involved as a
target of the investigation. Many are
called just to give information.
Brown's statement, divorcing his
campaign from these people, has
caused a lot of consternation among
Democrats, particularly those who
have been prominent in campaigns of
the past.
Gov. Carroll supported Terry
McBrayer, a former legislator and
political leader, who ran third in the
Democrat primary. Brown's forces,
according to word in party circles, has
not sought support of his four major
opponents he defeated in the pernary.
He had his own organization in the
primary and seems at the moment not
being interested in pulling in the oil
pros frory the other primary can-
didates.
Republicans have named their effort
started last week "Operation Under-
cover," Chapter 1. The Republicans
claim their revelations will be backed
up by newspaper stories of the past and
public records.
Brown's forces have been denying
such reports and have not made any
personal attacks against Nunn.
Both candidates are stressing the
importance of coal to the economy of
the nation and particularly affecting
Kentucky. They have both said they
will rewrite the state's workmen's
compensation laws and make education
and health principal parts of their
future administrations.
When Nunn became governor, he
found it necessary to boost Kentucky's
sales tax from 3 to 5 percent to avoid a
deficit. Since that the tax has been
repealed on prescription drugs and take
home groceri ea .
Writers of letters to the editors harp
about Nunn's nickel (the sales tax) but
they never mention that Democrat Bert
Combs started the sales tax with 3
percent. They also fail to mention the
Democrats have been in office eight
years and haven't repealed the tax.
Truth of the matter is, the sales tax is
one of the largest producers revenue in
the state's tax structure. The growth
features of this tax enabled elimination
of prescription drugs and take home
groceries from the tax.
It might be interesting for the voters
to note that several of the appointive
officers of the Carroll administration
are taking other jobs and that many
others are mailing out their resumes to
seek employment elsewhere. They
know they are going to go, regardless of
who is elected. They had a chance to
stay if McBrayer had won the
Democrat nomination.
Seasoned political observers seem to
agree the governorship will be won
between now and October 1 although
the election isn't until November 6.
It's a contest between a newcomer to
politics and a former governor.
Bible Thought
And God said, let us make man in
our image, after our likeness: Genesis,
1:26
The presence of the dor trine of the
trinity is brought out in the very first
chapter of God's word Thank God
lot the infallibility of Scripture
Garrott 's Galley
C CAsiiisy Moan 1111•14010a
By M. C. Garrott
You've Gotta Get Your Feet if el
If You're Gonna Load Your Boat
Bill Zambella is a courageous,
patient and understanding man. He has
to be to do what he did a couple weeks
ago when he went to Martin, Term.,
with the Murray High School Tiger
band and stayed the entire week!
When you look closer, however, you
realize that Bill takes such duty in
stride, being a retired, 20-year Army
veteran and no stranger to all kinds of
unusual and boisterous situations.
He and his wife, the former Levicie
Jean Murphy of Murray, have opened
their home to seven foster children
during the past 10 years, two of whom
are with them now, Carl and Tommy
Doolin from Eastern Kentucky. Tony
an adopted son, plays baritone in the
Mw-ray band, which explains Bill's
week-long stay at the band's ennui+.
camp.
Levicie is secretary to Danny
Roberts and me at Murray State. She
met Bill in 1966 when he was stationed
at Fort Campbell. After four years in
Germany and six in Louisvi'Je, they
moved to Murray a couple years ago.
When he isn't tending his beloved
roses, or taking two-hour coffee breaks
"with the fellows" at Trenholrn's,
is deeply involved in some kind of a
program at Memorial Baptist or simply
being a good _father to their foster
children.
+++
Bill, whose birthday was yesterday,
had a good record in the Army before
being medically discharged. He also
was a well-known square dance caller,
and even produced a square dancing
record in 1975.
In fact, it was at a Fort Campbell
square dance that he met Levicie,
whose parents, T. J. and Cordie
[Barrow ) Murphy, live at 1206 Peggy
Ann Drive. She had gone over there
with a sister who kept insisting that she
learn square dancing, when the caller,
Bill, turned out to be her future
husband.
Bill is good with kids, raises beautiful
roses, is an interesting conversationist
and still is keenly interested in square
dancing, but he is the first to admit that
he is no Navy man. If he has a short
side, it has to be his boatrnanship.
Nothing reflects this more than his
aborted effort some weeks ago to return
a boat to its trailer hooked to his '52
Chevrolet pickup after taking Levicie
and his visiting sister, Doris Moore of
Portsmouth, Va., for an afternoon ride
on Kentucky Lake.
-+- + -.-
All was going well at first with Bill
standing on the trailer and his sister
attempting to guide the boat onto it
despite some rough water kicked up by
an inconsiderate jerk revving his
engine periodically nearby.
After his sister had made several
unsuccessful runs at the trailer, Bill
called to Tony, who was in the truck
with his foot on the brake, to get out and
help with the boat. They "scotched" the
truck with a big rock, but before
Levicie could get out of the boat and
into the truck to again brake it, the
ancient vehicle slipped its gears and
began to roll backwards into the lake.
Bill, apparently believing the truck
would stop of its on accord, simply
backed down the Wildcat Creek ramp
with- it, while, Tony, with visions of
Superman, tried bodily but futilely to
hold it back. As the four of them wat-
ched helplessly, the truck rolled into the
lake and came to rest with the water up
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The Story Of
By Dorothy and Kerby Jennings
Copyright, 1111
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The mass action of Calloway's citizens to drive off a dirt roadonto a gravel surface overnight constitutes an inspiring action
originating in "The Thing" referred to in the chapter on the old
Male and Female Institute. It is difficult to pinpoint from whencethe inspiration originated, however the manifestation to rise above
the shoddy existence of yesterday to a glorious tomorrow was in
full bloom in 1913.
Maybe it was the spirit of the contest; perhaps it was the sec-
tional jealousies; or it was the festering old wound of the Civil War,possibly it was a sense of pride, which prompted the people of this
county to accomplish within a 30-day period a goal that had seethed
in political cauldrons for generations but with nothing noteworthy
constructed. But new things were happening of a political nature
to change the future course of events. The political cliques that
dominated county political structures of rural Kentucky since its
founding had struck a snag of objection which changed the whole
course of party life. The change had removed the method of nomi-
nating party members seeking public office from the control of a
handful of arrogant politicians to hand it over to the people in a far
more democratic demonstration of a free society. It was only
necessary in 1913 to look back over the previous eight years to view
the rankest, if not the rottenest, example of putrid party politics in
its history. Able statesmen suddenly recognized the flaws in the
old system to inaugurate the en primary whereby any man no
matter how humble with only a few dollars might become an office-
holder. All this came to pass with the adoption of open primary
laws which placed the nomination process within the control of all
voters. The rules required a petition be filed by an aspiring nominee
with a certain number of registered party members endorsing his
candidacy; to be filed within 30 days before a primary election;
petitions not to be circulated earlier than 60 days before an election,






A wrecker was called, the truck
recovered and towed to a relative's
boat shop, but not before Bill had
fielded a barrage of the usual questions
and kidding.
While waiting for the wrecker, one
passerby asked him what had hap-
pened, to which Bill replied, "I had
started over there to Grayson
McClure's and this is as far as the old
truck would make it." The questioner's
response was an unbelievable,
"Really?"
The real jolter, however, came just
about dark after they hid gone back to
the lake to get the boat and trailer.
While in .this process -and, as before,
still not wishing to get his feet wet, Bill
again was standing on the trailer trying
to guide the boat onto it. After several
unsuccessful runs at it, he muttered
angrily, "Well, I guess the only way to
do this is to get in with both feet and get
wet."
Nearby was a fellow busily loading a
sailboat on a trailer. He overheard
Bill's declaration. "You should have
- been here earlier thir'afternoon," he
laughed, "and seen some dummy who
didn't want to get his feet wet let his
truck and trailer roll back into the
lake!"
It was a steely pair of eyes that Bill
turned on this fellow as he politely but
firmly informed him that he was that
"dummy." Within a matter of minutes,
the fellow had his sailboat loaded,
secured and got out of there. --.--
But that's why Bill's old pickup - all
cleaned up again lind sporting a new
battery - can be seen around town
displaying a bumper Wicker
proclaiming it to be "Zambella's
Amphibious Chevy."
Letters To The Editor
Looking Back
10 Years Ago
A Citizens Advisory Comnuttee met
last night with the Murray Board of
Education to discuss means of raising
funds for the construction of a
vocational school which would serve
Murray and Calloway County and parts
of two other counties.
The Bronze Star Medal (First Oak
Leaf Cluster), Air Medal, Purple Heart,
and Good Conduct Medal were
posthumously awarded to Mr. and Mrs.
Cletus S. Colson, parents of Specialist 4
Ronald S. Colson who was killed in
action in Vietnam on March 21.
Deaths reported include Preston W.
Ordway, 61.
Cindy Hurt, Ginger Black, and
Charles Wells were the three top
winners of the Big Top Reading Club at
the Murray-Calloway County Library.
Births reported include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Danny Taylor on Aug. fl.
Guthrie B. Churchill, Grand High
Priest of the Grand Chapter of Royal
Arch Masons in Kentucky, was honored
at an informal reception at the Murray
Woman's Club house with Murray
Chapter No. 92 R.A.M. as hosts.
20 Years Ago
Buford Hurt and H. Glenn Doran of
the Airport Board appeared before the
Murray City Council to request support
for the project.
The Murray City Schools will open on
Aug. 31. New instructors include Billie
Gene Cullivan, Betty Ballard, Lucy
Lilly, Martha Carter, Ruth Hodge,
Mary Lou Hombuckle, and Helen P.
Hodges.
The District Highway Maintenance
Department moved yesterday to the
new quarters on Industrial Road just
north of the Calloway County Soil
Improvement Association.
Miss Rosemary Jones, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Jones of Murray,
was married to Harold Wayne Prow,
Jr., son of Mr. and Mrs. H. W. Prow,
Sr., of Madisonville, on Aug. 16 at the
First Christian Church.
Dr. and Mrs. W. K. Wood of Ashland
were the recent guests of his sister,
Mrs. Cleve Jame a and Mr. James
30 Years Ago
Attorney Hall Hood and the Rev. Dr
H. C. Chiles will speak at The opening
day exercises on Sept. 5 at Murray High
School.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Bonnie
Thompson Harris, 68, Evans infant girl,
and J. B. (Burnice) Poyner, 57.
Roy Stewart, athletic director at
Murray State College, has been made
director of District 24 of the National
Association of Intercollegiate
Basketball.
Judy Allbritten of the Murray
Hospital attended a meeting of the
Medical Records Librarians held at
Covington and Cincinnati, Ohio.
Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Wilson and sons,
Frank and Billy, and Mrs. J. E. James,
have been visiting relatives in Sikeston,
Mo., and Osceola, Ark.
"Mr. Blanding Builds His Dream
House" starring Cary Grant, Myrna
Loy, and Melvyn Douglas is showing at
the Varsity Theatre
Funny World
Entomologists have made a great
discovery. Ants do not go to picnics.
People take picnics to ants.
Make It Correct
Dear Editor:
May I commend you highly oh your
editorial "One English" your sentence,
English is English and should be
taught as such," should hang in every
classroom.
As a retired teacher, I know that only
in the classroom can the transition
from any type of broken English to
standard English be made. The teacher
can accomplish this transition only if
she has backing, not opposition.
When we read the Declaration of
Independence, the constitution, the
Gettysburg Address or any other
beautifully written and well-phrased




The Calloway County High School
Band Boosters Club and the band would
like to thank all of the merchants and
citizens of Calloway County who helped
to make the bend camp ice cream
supper a huge success.
The event, held at Austin Peay
University followed the successful
completion of the Lakers 1979 Band
Camp.
Without the help and assistance of
parents and merchants this supper





scope of the English language This
must not be last and will not be last if
the scnools are allowed to teach our
language in its purity and dignity.
I am sure the judge who rendered this
decision would expect the public school
to weed out "ain't," "I done," "I have
went", "I seen" from the vocabulary of
children. However, by his standards,
miss-used verbs might also be con-
sidered dialect since they also occur in
a large group of homogeneous (i.e.
uneducated) people. The examples you
gave also belong there.
Rather than laisser faire, the attitude
of America toward her language should
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FRANKFQRT, Ky. (AP) —
A legislative subcommittee
has said a proposed con-
stitutional amendment to give
legislators more time to
prepare for legislative
sessions would also give them
more control over the state
budget.
The amendnient, which
would change the date of
legislative elections from odd-
to even-numbered years, will





nesday to urge its parent
committee, the Interim Joint
State Government Com-
mittee, to support the
amendment.
The subcommittee is
studying ways to increase the
legislative role in formulating
and controlling the state
budget.
The Legislature is, as
e,veryone knows, the weak
sister of the three branches of
government," said Sen.
Eugene Stuart, R-Louisville.
"I don't say we need to control
the whole show, but we need




years less than two months
before regular sessions of the
General Assenibly begin.
Most never see the proposed
state budget until the
governor submits it midway
through the session. The
budget bill itself is so complex
that — apart from the House
Appropriations and Revenue
Committee — few lawmakers
ever istudy it thoroughly
before they vote.
Under the proposed con-
stitutional amendment, a 10-
day organizational session
would be held during the year
following the election to elect
legislative leaders, adopt
rules and make committee
assignments. The regular 60-
day session would begin in
January of the next year.
Legislative sessions would
be extended until April 15,
allowing each chamber to
recess during the session so
long as they meet for 60 days.
Kentucky Chamber of
Commerce President Philip
Thompson said it would mean
that legislative leaders are
elected prior to a guber-
natorial primary election —
and thereby independently of
a governor's wishes.
Subcommittee chairman
Rep. Bill Weinberg, D-
Hindman, said the amend-
NOW OPEN
Murray Precision Machining Inc.
Our machine shop is now open in Murray.
Lathe and mill work done for construction
equipment, trucks, farm equipment. We
also repair obsolete pieces and make in-
ternal and external standard & metric
threads.
Call 753-3010




ment, in conjunction with
some internal rules changes,
could make it possible for the
General Assembly to override
a governor's veto.
Under the current setup, a
governor has 10 days in which
to veto legislation — usually




who are not members of the
Appropriations and Revenue
Committee be allowed to
serve as non-voting members,
with pay, on one of A&R's
budget review sub-
committees, as a way of
geting other members of the
legislature interested in the
budget.
The subcomittee asked its
staff to study a number of
other budget-related issues.
such as whether there should
be changes in the way
agencies provide budget in-
formation to legislators, and
whether further controls are
necessary to ensure that state
funds are spent the way
legislators intended.
The committee's discussion
was based on several
suggestions submitted at its
request by Appropropriatim





LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
A hearing is scheduled next
Wednesday in federal court
here on motions that challenge
the legality of a special
federal grand jury in-
vestigating alleged corruption
in state government.
The motions, to be heard by
U.S. District Judge Bernard
T. Moynahan Jr., were filed in
the name of James Paul Ison,
an insurance agent in West
Liberty whose records of
dealings with state govern-
ment have been subpoenaed
by the grand jury.
The motions filed in federal
court include a claim that the
grand jury was illegally
empaneled, while another




The latter motion states that
the government "has reason
to believe a crime may have
been committed, and, if they
are correct, then compelling
( !son )...to produce
the.. records that he made or
Owns.., would no doubt force
him to testify against him-
self."
According to state records,
Ison's agency received
$149,485 from state agencies in
the four fiscal years ending
June 30, 1979. The agency was
paid $42,824 in fiscal 1979.
At Least 500 Sent
Home On First Day
Of School For No
Immunization Proof
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
A Fayette County school of-
ficial said at least 500 pupils
were sent home on the first
day of school because they had
no proof of immunization.
Approximately 1,100 high




Depending on how many of
those were ordered to return





Wholl Pay You 9.504% On Six
Month Savings Certificates?
Peoples Bank money market certificates are non-negotiable time deposits.
These certificates have a 6 month maturity (182 days). Themininimum deposit
amount is $10,000, but deposits may be made in any amount of $10,000 or more.
Federal regulations prohibit the compounding of interest on these money market
certificates. The interest is subject to change at maturity. This 9.504% rate is effec-tive on certificates purchased from now through August, 29.
GWE
Will!
WHOU PAY YOU 7.7% ON FOUR YEAR MONEY CERTIFICATES?
If you want a longer term certificate - how about our new higher interestFOUR YEAR MONEY CERTIFICATE? You can earn an interest rate only 1'4% below
the average four year yield on U.S. Treasury securities. The interest rate forAugust is 7.7% and yields 8.003%. The rate on new certificates is determined thefirst of each month.
GWE
Will!
WHO'LL PAY YOU 5'A% ON A PASSBOOK SAVINGS?
Do you have some surplus cash you want readily available yet want to earn in-
terest on it? Then a Blue Chip Savings account is your answer. Interest rate is 5%%
and paid quarterly. Interest is paid from the day of deposit to day of withdrawal.
WHO'LL OFFER YOU A FULL RANGE OF OTHER CERTIFICATES OF
DEPOSIT TO SUIT YOUR NEEDS?
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Change In Desire Could Force
Doctors Not To Accept Requests
By DANIEL Q. HANEY
Associated Press Writer
BOSTON i AP — Doctors
should be reluctant to accept
the requests of sick persons
for -death with dignity,"
because their desire to the
may change, be based on
needless fears or be a quest
for attention, two physicians
say.
In recent years, doctors
have paid increasing attention
to patients' wishes for quiet
death as the development of
respirators and other ad-
vances allowed them to keep
people alive long after they.
lost consciousness.
A team of physicians who
treat people with bad burns
recently recommended that
patients be allowed to make
life-and-death decisons,
because "who is more likely to
be totally and lovingly con-
cerned with the patients' best
interests than the patient
himself?"
Now; two Cleveland doctors
say this view "may be
somewhat naive and, in
certain clinical situations,
potentially dangerous."
.In today's New England
Journal of Medicine, the
doctors said that before
pulling the plug, doctors
should make sure the patient
who seeks death really means
what he says.
"Physicians who are un-
comfortable or inexperienced
•••' dealing with the complex
psycho-social issues facing
critically ill patients may
ignore an important aspect ot
their professional respon-
stbdit) by taking a patient's
statement at face value
without further exploration or
clarification," they wrote.
The doctors, David 1..
Jackson and Stuart Younger,
described six cases they en-
countered in the intensive
care unit at - University
Hospitals of Cleveland.
In one case, an 80-year-old
man with lung disease at first
said he did not want to be kept
alive by a respirator.
However, later, he changed
his mind several times. The
case, they said, shows that
"one must be cautious not to
act precipitously on the side of
the patient's ambivalence
with which one agrees, while
piously claiming to be
following the principle of
patient autonomy."
•another case, a 52-year-
old... 'man with •multiple•
sclerosis said he did not want
doctors to try to save.hini if he
developed serious com-
plications. However, he. later
adniitted he was upset with his
family for not paying attention
to him.
An 18-year-old woman with
chronic asthma resisted
.treatment with a respirator.
But after she was questioned
by doctors, she said she was
afraid of the hospital equip-
ment. Her fears were calmed
and she was discharged eight
days later.
A 56-year-old woman with
cancer urged doctors to do all
1' r .1*
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thes ould to help her because
she wanted to li e long enough
to see the birth of her first
grandchild. When her con-
dition worsened and she lost
consciousness, her familv
asked that treatment be
stopped. But the doctors
refused, and the woman
recovered etiouLdi to go honie
and see the child.
The doctors said they hoped
their experience would help
other physicians cope with
situatiows in which "super-
ficial and automatic.
acquiescence to the concepts
of patient autonomy and death
with dignity threaten sound
clinical judgment."
UK Medical Center To
Continue Transporting
Babies To Other Hospitals
By CHARLES WOLFE
Associated Press Writer
LEXINGTON. Ky. 1AP —
The University of Kentucky
Medical Center will resume
transporting critically ill
infants to other hospitals when
its neonatal care unit lacks the
beds to accomodate them.
But the medical center's
chief administrator says
problems will continue until
expansion of the neonatal unit
— already one year behind
schedule — is completed.
-Ninety days would be the
most optimistic schedule" for
resumption of full transport
services, Dr. Peter Bosom-
worth, UK vice president for
health affairs, said Wed-
nesday in a press conference.
Bosomworth said that,
because of "a breakdown in
communications," he was
unaware that the hospital
curtailed transport services in
April. Because of staff costs,
emergency vehicles were
being dispatched only for ill
infants UK could admit.
"About one third of the
infants for whom calls were
made to the university were
going somewhere else" when
the program began,
Bosomworth said.
The press conference was
called after a newspaper
report detailed the deaths last
month of two infants whom
UK could not admit.
The Courier-Journal in
Louisville said in its Wed-
nesday editions the infants
were born prematurely in
Manchester and Richmond.
One died before an emergency
team dispatched in the middle
of the night from the
University of Cincinnati could
reach it. The other died
shortly after reaching Cin-
cinnati.
"I think the story reflects
essentially the circumstances
that have existed here up to
this point," Bosomworth said.
The number of infants
turned away from UK has
been cut sharply, he said, but
still averages more than one
infant per week.
The expansion project
eventually will give UK 45
beds for critically ill infants.
But Bosomworth said the
project is behind schedule
because UK underestimated
the cost of its current phase —
to 39 beds from 31 — by 30
percent.
"Various agencies involved
with approvals. must be
reconsulted when that hap-
pens," Bosomworth said.
He added UK was "inap-
propriately optimistic" in
predicting the time needed for
construction.
The entire 81.6 million
project now is not expected.to
be completed before May 1981,
he said.
Researchers To
Spend Year At UK
FRANKFORT, Ky. AP) —
Four Chinese coal researchers
will spend a year working at
the University of Kentucky






engineers at the Peking
Central Coal Research
Institute, James Funk, the
institute director, said he does
not know when the Chinese
will arrive. He said they are
currently trying to improve
their English.
Knicely learned that the
researchers would visit
Kentucky during his two-week
trade mission to the People's
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This suede trimmed ProWing' features a padded
collar and tongue plus a tricot lining for com-
fort. Lightweight nylon upper. Two tone cross
country bottom.
White vinyl and sueded stripes make this
ProWingy a winner. Padded collar with laced
trim and padded tongue for comfort. Rubber
outsole.
This racy ProWing* features a genuine suede
upper with rubber sole. Padded collar and ton-
gue for comfort. In rust with beige trim.
This burgundy suede and nylon ProWinge is
streaked with bright yellow stripes. Cross
country sole. Padded collar and insole cushion
your stride.
Good shoes don't have to be expensiwt
• ten V olum• Shoo Comoini,,,
Murray Central Shopping Center Open 9 a.m.-9 p.m. Daily, 12-6 p.m. Sunday
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Frost & Tip Kit
A kit containing everything you





Prices Good Thru Sun.
























NerangFor Hard Contact Lenses tYJI,
2 oz
$ 1 6 9 °
Sole
Hollywood Candy Bars




Ready to use, pre mixed, disposable
douche. Regular or Herbal Twin Pock
2-4' 2 oz. each
Sole 78'
Air Wick Stick Ups
stidi 2 Concentrated air deodorizers, hide
them in small spaces where the odors
are, home or car. Choice of
Evergreen, Lemon, Spring Forest,




The marker with the special tip
makes fine lines Ond brood
strokes, non-toxic. Box of 8
vivi6 colors.
$ 1 3 9Sale
Dr. Scholls
Air-Pillo Insoles
Soft, .•lotex -Irrwm, long wear top, cool,
comfortoble. Sizes for ladies or men
Sale 54' pair
Glad Trash Bags
















Relief Contains No Aspirin 100
Head & Shoulders
Shampoo
Helps control dandruff with regular
use. Choice of regular or new condi-
tioning formula. 11 oz.



















$ 1 3 9Sole
Gleem Toothpaste
Family Size 7 oz. Tube
Jergens Soap
Sole
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Uncle Jeff's Clothing Dept.
e Men's Dress
Pants
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Cypress Gardens-Dick Pope Jr.
;liate.
-
Water Skis Re9.$59.95 $5200s.i.
Also 1 Pair loch of Cypress Gardens
Big Monster Slalom Water Skis ..sa $72.99
Mustang Water Skis  peer $54.97
The Convertible
















Power Line Model 880
Multi Pump Pneumatic BB or
177 Cal. Pellet
Rifle $3995
5 Gallon Battery Boxes
Plastic
$697Jerry Large






























$347 $ 1 477
Zebco
Boy Scout Combination
Featuring Zebco 202 reel and 1070 rod with pocket
size tackle box filled with hooks, bobbers, sinkers
and lures
Reg. $12.97
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PiltnwS mattress and cot toppers










Tool Set of the Week
Buffalo 10 pc. Hex L Screwdriver Bit
Socket
Set
Set Includes 7 ha bit uusuus, 2
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Support The Tigers
Attend Friday's Game
The Murray High Tiger football team is, front row from left: Tim Foster,
Reed Hornsby, Mark Denham, Zech Jones, Brad Wells, Rich Rollins, Nick
Hibbard, Ron Wilson, Dwight McDowell. Nick Swift, Kevin Wright, Mark
Barber, Jon Wissman and Kevin Vaughn.
In second row are Quintin Walls, Greg Saanbacher, Scotty On, Bill
Shelton, Greg Morton, John Mark Rickman, Mork McCuiston, Eddie Re-
quarth, Mike Gough, Gary Utley, Tripp Purdom, Albert Ball, Eric Lovins
and Robin Roberts.
In third row are Greg Miller, Stephon Reed, Steve Blivin, Wayne
Jackson, David Hopkins, Jeff Chadwick, Doug Henry, Bruce Taylor, Tony
Herndon, Keith Finney, Jerry Spann, Kirk Warren and Tim Fdwell.
In fourth row are Sam Kennedy, Jeff Cartwright, Jeff Miller, David
Heathcott, Chris Fazi, Tim Brown, Jerry Spann, Jerry Boggess, Scott
Turner, Keith Housden, Randy Halley, Mark Keith Finney and Craig
Crawford.
In back row are coaches Tony Franklin, Jimmy Harrell, James P199,
Jerry Shelton, Mark Brady, manager George Ben, manager Doug Tuft,
manager Chris Priddy, Greg Can, Todd Rutherford, Robbie Wilburn and
head coach John Hine.
Murray High at Russellville
Russellville Ky.
Friday 7:30 p.m.
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By Tony WilS0f1
alloway County High football coach Stan Outland directed his team through a drill yesterday
luring a workout. He and the takers will make their varsity debut against Union County Friday
night at Roy Stewart Stadium
Sports Mill-ray Ledger & Times
Season Openers




How important is a good
start? Russellville coach Ken
Barrett rates it right up there
with fumble recoveries and 40-
yard punts.
"This could be our year, if
we can avoid the injuries and
not get killed early in the
year," said Barrett, who will
begin his fourth year as head
coach. His squad opens its
season against Murray High
at home Friday at 7:30 p.m.
"When you have to play
schools like Murray and
Franklin Simpson back to
back early, it could be easy to
be 0-2 really quick," Barrett
said. Russellville High finally
managed to get Class 4-A bully
Bowling Green off its
schedule, but eight of its 11
games are against team not in
its Class A division.
In a preseason coaches poll,
Russellville was picked to
finish first in the First Region,
and Murray High coach John
Hina says he and his team
respect that distinction.
"The first game is always
tough, because no one knows
how good anyone else is,"
Hina said. "I do know that
they didn't lose many people,
and their being picked to
finish first tells me we're in
for a whale of game."
Barrett feels the nine senior
starters on the Panther squad
are all potential college
prospects - especially 6-3,
236-pound tackle Greg Beard;
6-1, 176-pound. safety Terry
Reeves; and 6-foot, 198-pound
center Hayden Pillow.
But a member of the
Russellville roster that
Murray High may have to
contain is Bernard Bellamy, a
5-7, 155-pound junior. Last
season, he rushed for over
1,100 yards, and Barrett says
the running back can bench
press 300 pounds. Hina,
though, says his team's
preparation doesn't include
gearing for a particular
member of the opposition.
"I'm not saying anyone
their coach says is a good
player isn't," he says. But
we're more concerned with
the play of our team, and until
a few weeks into the season,
there is no way to determine
who to watch out for."
Both Russellville ( 4-6) and
Murray High- (4-5) had off
seasons last year, but both
also endured a heady
schedule. Murray lost to such
notables as Mayfield, the
Class AA state champion;
Heath, a loser to only
Mayfield; and Lake County
(Tenn.), a team that finished
11-2 and owned two players
talented enough to be
recruited by Murray State.
Russellville's conquerers
included Franklin County,
Butler County (9-2 last year),
Hancock County ( 9-2) and
Trigg County. The last,
meeting between Murray,
then also Class A, and
Russellville came in 1974, a
game the Tigers won 22-14.
Both coaches agree that
Fridays contest should be
defense-dominated, but Hina
hopes the Tigers' two
scrimmages help his offensive
unit. "Last year, the only type
of defense we saw before the
season was in the Jamboree
(disc•ontined this year), and
we were already accustomed
to it. But during the two
scrimmages this year, we had
some different things thrown
at us. In the long run, that
should help," he said.
Barrett feels the Panthers
could be the best since he has
coached at Russellville, and
he hopes a slightly-improved
schedule is enough to better
his best season - 5-5 - at
Russellville thus far.
"Murray, then Franklin-
Simpson, then Fort Campbell
(Class A star :hanips last
year) - to h... :o open up
with those three is enough to
cause - bad dreams," he said.
"But if we're not too down
after those games, we may
have a winning record."




They enter the 1979 season
at widely varying stages -
Calloway County and Union
County do - but both hope to
get its Class AAA, Region 1
schedule off to the right start.
Union County, whose county
seat is located in Morgantown,
Ky., recorded a fine 7-5 season
last year, and coach Dick
McDonald thinks his squad
could better that mark.
Calloway, though, will play
the first varsity football game
in its history.
When the two teams lock up
Friday at 8 p.m. in Murray
State's Roy Stewart Stadium,
Hoosier's Knight Offers His Resignation
After Court Rules Him Guilty Of Assault
By the Associated Press ,
INDIANAPOLIS - Hot-
tempered, 'outspoken, and
often surprising Bobby Knight
is unto his neck in controversy
again.
While Puerto Rico tried to
decide whether to seek his
extradition on an assault
conviction, Knight offered to
resign Wednesday as Indiana
University's head basketball
.:coach.
Knight was sentenced to six
nionths in jail and fined $500
earlier Wednesday after he
was found guilty of slugging a
Puerto Rican policeman in the
face during last month's Pan
American Games.
' • I offered my resignation at
Indiana University because
the university has to have the
opportunity to do what it
freely and clearly thinks is
best for Indiana University,"
said Knight. "It isn't my
desire to do anything other
than coach basketball at
Indiana University. That isn't
mine to say."
Knight made his remarks in
a telephone conversation with
Indianapolis Star_ Sports
Editor Bob Collins from an
undisclosed location in
Montana where .he is
vacationing.
Knight's sudden actions
took everyone - including
university officials by sur-
prise.
"'I really don't have any
comment," said IU Vice
President Edward Williams.,
"Any comment would have to
come from the president (Dr.
John Ryan). Resignations of
coaches are the president's
blisiness, not mine."
Ryan could not be reached
for comment. Williams would
not say if he had spoken with
Knight in the last few days.
Despite • Knight's
resignation offer, it was
unlikely that university of-
ficials would accept it.
Knight was not present, at
his trial for the incident -in-
volving policeman Juan de
Silva. District Court Judge
Rurico Rivera postponed
Watson Downplays Money
As Pinehurst Classic Begins
By the Associated Press
PINEHURST, N.C. - Tom.
Watson tends to take the long
view of golfing history.
He's well aware of the
sgnificance and the lack of
significance —V in the money-
winning record of $402,636 he's
set already this season, a
record that has other touring
pros shaking their heads in
wonder and admiration.
But the thoughtful Watson
keeps it in perspective.
-"The money -is nice, of
course, but I don't place a lot
of importance on records of
that kind," he said before
teeing off today in the first
round of of the defense of his
Cothran Captures Oaks
Club Match Competition
Don Cothran edged Truman
Whitfield 2-and-1 to capture
She championship of the
recently-completed Oaks
Country Club men's match
play tournament.
Cothran had ousted Mickey
oggess in the semifinals. In
the first flight, Charlie
Hargrove knocked off Greg
Story 2-up in the finals.
Hargrove had advanced with
a 2-and-1 triumph over Bill
Seale.
Hal Kemp nipped Darren
Hooper 1-up on the 19th hcfle
for the second-flight title.
Hooper defeated Jerry Ford in
the semifinals, while Kemp
had beaten Hub Dunn.
title in the $250,000 Hall of
Fame Goff Classic.
"The purses change so
much that the money is not
really - a measure of your
ability."
And as an example, he went
to his friend and mentor,
Byron Nelson.
"In 1945 he won a record)
18 tournaments and was
second in three others,"
Watson said. "He won $63,000.
A record like that, 18 wins,
what would that be worth with
today's purses?" He paused
and answered his own
question. "Well over a million.
"So comparison of my
money *.ith his money is not
an adequate or accurate
comparison of the seasons.
"In the end, when it's all
over, you'll be remembered
by the tournaments you won,
the major tournaments you
won, and the golf courses you
won them on and your scoring
average. Things like that."
imposition of the sentence
until Aug. 27.
A spokesman for the Puerto
Rican Justice Department
declined to comment on
whether the government will
try to extradite Knight. One
department source said local
authorities probably will not
ask for his return to the island
because he's not wanted there.
A spokesman for the office
of Indiana Gov. Otis R. Bowen
has said the governor "in-
dicated he would not be willing-
to allow Bobby Knight to be
extradited."
Under Puerto Rican law




Lead; Mudd 1 Back
By the Associated Press
LOUISVILLE, Ky. - A pro
who "didn't hit a good iron
shot all day" and an amateur
who "just scraped it around"
are tied for the lead at 141 and
lead the pack by three strokes
entering today's final round of
the Kentucky Open Golf
tournament.
Jack Barber of LexinFton
fired a par 72 while Vaighn
Jones, who describes hinself
as "barely an amateur" hid a
one-under-par 71 in Vied-
nesday's second round at lhe
6,600-yard Wildwood Country
Club course here.
"I just didn't hit the bal as
well as on Tuesday," Barer
said, admitting he was tird.
"I had 14 straight pars a
birdie on 15, bogey on 16 ;nd
pars on 17 and 18 today. VIY
putting saved me." Bailer
was the opening-round leaier
with a 69 
Jones was unimpressed aith
his round - bogeys on 1 ant 11
and birdies on 2, 3 and 17. lie
tee shot on No. 7 hit a tre,
bounced around the brancles
and fell behind trees guardag
a dogleg. Jones hit the tall
over the trees, back onto he
Morgan, Trevathan & Gunn, Inc.
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7534434
fairway and parred the hole.
"Guess you could say I had
plenty of wood on that ball."
he quipped.
Jones said he plays "two or
three times a week, but I'm
going to start playing more."
Jodie Mudd, Kentucky
Amateur champion.
recovered from an opening 74
with Wednesday's best score,
a 68 that left him alone in
second place.
"Yesterday ( Tuesday) was
kind of a dull day for me, but
today started off better and I
was hitting the greens," Mudd
said. "I had five birdies and
one bogey," Mudd added,
noting that he felt more
confident during the second
round.
David Combs of Louisville
had a 71 Wednesday for a 143
and was in third place.
Combs, who fell into a hole
on the golf course after
playing No. 4, said he was
shaken up but not enough to
hinder his game.
-There was a plywood cover
over a manhole and I fell
through it," Combs said. "I
cot a sore hand from it but it
didn't bother me much."
Combs said he "didn't hit the
ball too good all day but it got
in the hole and that's what
counts."
Four players were tied at
144 - amateur Paul Ellington
Jr., pro Mark Kemper and
amateur Bill Etscorn, all of
i,ouisville, and pro Larry
Gilbert of Brandenburg.
Ellington had a 70 on Wed-
nesday, Kemper had a 72 and
Etscorn and Gilbert each had
74s.
Pro ailick Freeman of
Ashland and pro Bill Schooley
of Russellville were tied at
146. Freeman had a 73.
Schooley a 76.
Seven players were grouped
at 147.
the Union County squad will
outnumber Calloway 42-22,
and Laker coach Stan Outland
feels that factor, more than
any other, will hurt his team.
"The numbers game may
get us all year," he said
yesterday. "When most of the
playerehave_to go both ways
with little rest, fatigue is
definitely going to set in."
Outland says the Union
County game hasn't been
discussed in terms of winning
or losing. "That would be
ridiculous at this state. We're
,.going into it to do the best that
we can. That's all we can do."
Union County owns two
imposing running backs in
Nelson Sosh and Tim Joiner.
Sosh, a 6-0, 215-pound senior,
is -very strong," says
McDonald, while Joiner, a 6-1,
180-pound junior, rushed for
over 900 yards last season and
was named all-conference. In
Union County's first-round
tournament game last year
against Franklin-Simpson -
one it lost 17-7 it's only score
came on Joiner's 75-yard
return of a kickoff.
Franklin-Simpson was, as
usual, picked to win the First
Region title by a preseason
vote of high school coaches.
Union County was picked
second. "We could have a fine
year if our offense conies
around like I think it will,"
McDonald said. Among the 12
seniors that graduated at
Union County last year was
quarterback Reed White. His
replacement will be either
Steve Hina, a little-used
senior, or Tinker Tucker, a
junior who saw some action
last year.
"That's definitely a question
mark for us at this point," said
McDonald. "I know we have
the running backs, so that
takes some of the pressure off
the quarterback."
Junior Brad Bryan, who
started on Calloway junior-
varsity team most of last
season, will open at quar-
terback for the Lakers.
,foinin,g him in the backfield
will be Mike Shipwash,
Tommy Workman and Shane
Morton.
"We're awfully weak right
now at some of the skill
positions," Outland said.
"Experience will take care of
some of that "Problem. How
much, though, I don't know."
McDonald, in his fourth
year as head coach, enjoyed
his best season in 1976, when
Union County finished 8-4.
"Franklin-Simpson will be
tough, but we should give
them a good run this year," he
says.
Outland's thinking, though,
is centered more around
avoiding injuries to his squad
and not having to limp into the
Marshall County game the
following week. "A few in-
juries to our key players
would hurt us a great deal,"
he says. "We not only have to
worry about the team we're
playing, we have to make sure
we can make it to the next
game with enough players to
field a team."
BYRON'S
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J.R. Richard not only
throws flames, he puts out
fires.
One of baseball's hardest
throwers, the Houston Astros'
right-hander was sailing into
the ninth inning against the
New York Mets Wednesday '
with a five-hit shutout.
Then he gave up two hits
and a run, and Houston
Manager Bill Virdon started
Richard Ups NL Strikeout Lead, Hurls
thinking about his bullpen. But
he didn't bring anyone in,
because he figured he didn't
have anyone better for the
immediate situation.
"I would not have used
anybody else unless I thought
J.R. was wild." Vircion said.
"But he had good stuff, and I'd
just as soon have him out
there as anybody to get one
out."
It turned out to be a good
decision - Richard ended the
Calabro Highlights Murray
Runners Festival Competition
FULTON, Ky. - Glenda
Calabro finished 23rd overall
and won the women's division
to highlight participation by
Murray runners in the
International Banana Festival
10.000 meter run last weekend.
Monday League
Meeting Is Set
A meeting for those in-
teresting in participating in
the men's Monday night
bowhng league will be held
Monday at 6:30 p.m. at Cor-
vette Lanes.
Calabro, a former Murray
State runner, ran the distance
in 41:38. Others running with
the Murray contingent in-
cluded Ron Wuest (10th,
38:29), Danny McCaslin 412th,
3&37. Jim Calabro (13th,
39:09), Craig Robertson 418th,
40:34), Adam Lanning (30th.
43:22). Patty Doyle i68th.
52:40), Cindy Doyle 169th,
52:48), Bob Woods 171st.
54:16), Martin Mattingly
(76th, 55:554, eight-year-old
Scott Wuest 74th, 55:48),
nine-year-old Stephanie Wuest
(75th, 55:49, Susan Woods
(81st, 60:10 and Cindy Milani
(96th, 63:00 ).











Local farmers now have available an ex-
cellent group - major medical hospital
coverage. Many area farmers enrolled in
this plan last year. This is the same com-
pany that handles the group insurance for
many local firms - such as:





Freed Cothom Co. Inc.




Take Advantage Of Group Rates And Group
Coverage
For Information Call
Steve Payne-759-1134 Max Underwood-753-4179




gailie with a flourish by
striking out his 10th batter and




The game marked the ninth
time this season that Richard
had struck out at least .10
batters in a game. and boosted
his NI -leading strikeout total
to 232.
Elsewhere in the National
League, Pittsburgh beat San
Francisco 8-6; Los Angeles
stopped Chicago 7-2; Atlanta
trimmed Philadelphia 4-3 ;-
Cincinnati whipped Montreal
7-2 and St. Louis outscored San
Diego 8-5.
Pirates 8, Giants 6 - Tim
Foli's tie-breaking, tworun
singlet with two out in the
eighth inning 1d.' Pittsburgh
over San Francisco. Ed Ott
Houston To Victory
walked to open the innin., was
sacrificed to second and then
pinch-hitter Bill Robinso: was
intentionally walked. Both
runners advanced , 1 a
grounder by Ornar Moreno
before Foli's line dri% e hit
scored Ott and Robinson
Dodgers 7, Cubs 2 - Ron
Cey drove in three runs with a
bases-loaded triple, and Joe
Ferguson drove in two :lore
runs with a solo honle ru; and
run-scoring double to lead Los
Angeles over Chicago.
Braves 4, Phillies 3 - Gary
Matthews drove in two runs
and Gene Garber notched his
• 22nd save as Atlanta defeated
Philadelphia. Winner Eddie
Solomon, 5-10, allowed only
two hits in six innings But
after walking Mike Schmidt
leading off the Phillies'
seventh, Solomon pulled a leg
muscle and was replaced by
Joey McLaughlin, who held
the Phillies in check unt(I the
ninth, when the first two
batters reached base.
Reds 7, Expos 2 - Johnny
Bench became the Cincinnati
Reds' all-time home run
leader with a three-run,
fourth-inning homer that
paced the Reds over Montreal.
It was Bench's 15th home
run of the season and his 325th
as a Red, one more than
Frank Robinson. Bench
became the club's all-time
RBI leader earlier this season.
Cardinals 8, Padres 5 - Ted
Simmons belted his 21st
homer and Keith Hernandez
doubled twice and drove home
two runs, helping St. Louis
beat San Diego.
The Cardinals, aided by a
Padres error, scored four
times before loser Bob
Owchinko, 4-8, retired a
batter. Rookie John Fulgham
posted his sixth victory' in 10
decisions while scattering 13
hits. -
Lemon Walks Back, Hits
Sox To Triumph; Boston




walkout ended just as sud-
denly as it began much to
the chagrin of the Milwaukee
Brewers.
Lemon, who walked out on
the Chicago White Sox prior to
Tuesday night's double-
header_ came back Wed-
nesday night and slapped a
tie-breaking eighth-inning
single to give his team a 4-3
triumph and snap the
Brewers' four-game winning
streak.
"It was like a stage set -
like a movie - me getting the
winning hit after what hap-
pened," said "Lemon, who
walked out during batting
practice, reportedly because
he wasn't allowed to take his
swings before Wayne Nor-
dhagen and Alan Bannister.
"It's a great feeling to come
back and help the ball club win
because I watched the guys
lose a doubleheader here on
television last I Tuesday)
night."
AMERICAN LEAGUE
It was the Brewers' turn to
be solemn after Lemon's- hit
drove in Lamar Johnson to -
snap a 3-3 tie and leave
Milwaukee 6'-z games behind
firstplace Baltimore - nine
games in the loss column - in
the American League's East
Division.
In the other AL games, the
Boston Red Sox downed the
Minnesota Twins 9-4 in a
ainshortened contest, the
Cleveland Indians blasted the
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California Angels 13-3. the
Detroit Tigers trimmed the
Oakland A's 3-1, the Kansas
City Royals topped the New
York Yankees 3-1, and the
Seattle Mariners bested The
Toronto Blue Jays 6-3.
Red Sox 9, "Nrius 4 -
Rice and Fred Lynn drove in
runs to help Bob Stanley wiri
his first game since the All-
Star break as Boston pounded
Minnesota in a game washed
out after eight innings.
Indians 13. Angels 3 - NI:ke
Hargrove, Rick Mann:.
Bobby Bonds and Toby
Harrah had three hits each in
the 18-hit Cleveland attack
that buried the Angels.
Indians started Dan Spillner,
8-3, gave up just five hits,
including a solo homer by
Rick Miller in the third and a
two-run shot by Willie Mays
Aikens,in the ninth.
Tigers 3, A's I - Alan
Traniniel's third homer of the
season, a two-run shot in the
first inning, helped carry.
Detroit past Oakland.
Royals 3, Yankees 1 -
George Brett drove in two
runs to back the five-hit pit-
ching of Larry Gura and carry
Kansas City past New York.
Mariners 6, Blue Jays 3 --
Larry Cox and Ruppert Jones
each hit two-run homers to
power Seattle past Toronto.
Orantes, Gunning
For Third U.S. Pro
Tennis Title, Coasts
By the Associated Press
BROOKLINE. Mass. -
There's something about the
U.S. Pro Tennis Cham-
pionships at Longwood that
spells health for Spanish star
Manuel Orantes - physically
and financially.
In 1977, the veteran arrived
at Longwood after
recuperating from elbow
surgery and svi the U.S. Pro
title. He repeated here last
year, before being forced out
of the Grand Prix by knee
trouble.
Now, Orantes is back for the
52nd annual U.S. Pro,
claiming he's feeling well
again and ready to try to join
Rod Laver and Bjorn Borg as
the only three-time winners in
a row since Longwood
salvaged the tournament front
bankruptcy and a virtual
parking lot in 1964.
"I had a little problem with
my elbow for a while, and I
wasn't playing well, not bad
but not well," the 30-year-old
southpaw said. "Now I feel
good and I think I'm playing
well again."
As defending champion,
Orantes said, he felt an
obligation to return to
Longwood even though many
of the world's top pros refused
to enter because Of a dispute
between the club and the
Association of Tennis
Professionals. Since resolved,
the dispute revolved around
Longwood's refusal to replace
clay courts with a hard sur-
face.
A whiz on clay, Orantes
made his debut here Wed-
nesday night on the third day
of the eight-day $175,000
tournament. He waited
around since Monday for the
arrival of scheduled first-
round opponent Bob Hewitt.
However, Hewitt checked in
with an ailing elbow and
Orantes learned just before
taking the court that his op-
lAnent would bc b-loot-5 Harry
Fritz of Toronto.
No, I didn't know hiniC'
Orantes said. "I had never
even seen him. But a change
in opponents doesn't bother
professionals. I knew he had
nothing to lose, so I didn't let
up. When you're a pro, you try
to win every game."
Mantes gave Fritz a tennis
lesspii, needing just 46
miiiltes for a 6-1, 6-1 victory.
Oraites broke Fritz' service
in Ole first game, but was
broken right back. Orantes
thes. took charge, losing only
oneganie the rest of the way.
Although defending
champion. Orantes is seeded
thin on the basis of his per-
fornlances this year. He could
mate a _ joke of seedings,
altl•ugh there's a long way to
go.
3V-seeded Jose Higueras of
Spat!) led the advance into the
third. round with a 6-0, 6-2
roil" over Peter Rennert in
jus'a5 minutes,
only casualties among
see4ed players on the third
da71 Were Buster Mottram,


















stralia upset Mottrani 7-
2, and John Lloyd of
nd ousted K odes 6-4, 6-1
the Associated Press
TI MORE - City police
wo men on charges of
t with intent to murder
r Pittsburgh Stealers
rhack Joe Gilliam.
ni was beaten Monday
cotics detectives said
eating of Gilliam ap-
tly was drug related.





httirburgh 73 52 584
Montreal 68 13 564 3
Chicago 67 56 545 5
St Louis 65 59 124 7
Ptulacielphia 64 62 MS 941
New York 51 71 418 2001
WEST
Houston 72 55 517
Cincinnati 71 57 115 14
b.* Angeles 59 67 468 12,s
San Francisco 56 MI 457 14
San Diego 54 74 432 1114
Atlanta 16 77 394 22
Wednesday's Games
Pittsburgh I. San Francisco 6
New York 5, Houston 0 completion of
Tuesday's protested game
Houston 3, New York 1 regularly
scheduled game
Los Angeles 7, Chicago 2
Atlanta 4. Ptuladelptua 3
Cincinnati 7, Montreal 2




Montreal at Atlanta. n
Cincinnati at New York, n
Houston at Philadelptua. n
Pittsburgh at San Diego, n
St Louis at les Angeles, n
Chicago at San Francisco is
AMERICAN LEAG(. a.
EAST









Calif orma 71 57 MI
• Kintie sots 64 59 530 3
Kansas City 65 41 516 14
Teta% 62 64 492
Chicago 56 71 441 14
Seattle 54 73 425 16
Oakland 40 E7 315 30
Wednesday's Gaines
Cleveland 13 California 3
Detroit 3 Oakland 1
Chicago 4, Milwaukee 3
Kansas City 3, New York 1
11,aton V. Minnesota 4, 6 innings. rain
shortened
Seattle 6. Toronto 3
Only games scheduled
Thursday's Games
Texas Jenkins Ills at Baltimore
(McGregor rI4s, n





Oakland at Cleveland. n
Seattle at Detroit, n
Baltimore at Chicago. n












BUFFALO SABRES- Named Ed
Chadwick a special assignments scout
LOS ANGELES KINGS- Acquired
Andre St Laurent, center, two first-round
draft ;Melts. and four selections in the first
two roursis in 1980 from the Detroit Ned
Wings ir an agreement that kept Dole
McCourt center with Detroit
BASK ETBA
hatless' Basketball Associalase






round 1980 draft choice trom the Indiana
Pacers as compensation for the signing of





Jerry Meter. linebacker Claimed Joe
Hams, linetiocker, on waivers from the
San Francesco 49ers




BATTING AIX at bats i- Lynn. Boston,
347. Rice, Boston, IX, Brett, Kansas
City. Milwaukee 332,
&Atte, Seattle. 324
RUNS-Lynn, Boston, 911, Baylor,
California. ft. Brett. Kassa, City, Sk,
Rice, Boston. 94, it J01101. Seattle 94
RBI- Baylor. California, 119, Lynn,
Bustun, 106. Rice, Boston. le, Singleton,
kialtunore. 94, Mous, 14ilvaiduse. 91
HTIS--Brett, Kansas City. 171, Rie,.
Boston. 164 Bell, Texas. 116, Lync,.
Boston, 151 Lanidord, California. 148
LK/UBLES -Cooper, Milwaukee, 37
Brett. Kansas City, 36, Bell, Texas, S.
Lynn, Boston, 34, lemon, Chicago, 33
TRIPLES -Brett, Kansas City. 16
Molitor, Milwaukee. 13, Wilson, Kansas
City, 11, Randolph. New York, IS; Porter
Kansas City, 10
HOME RUNS Lynn, Boston, 34, Rice,
Boston, 33. Stngletan, Baltimore, 31.
Thomas, Milwaukee, 31, Baylor,
California. X
NATIONAL LEAGUE
BATTING 125 at bats s-'Hernandez
St Louis, 345, Templeton, St Louis, 327
Monies', Atlanta. 314, Knight, Cincinnati
317: Winflekt, San Diego, 317
RUNS-Hernandez, St Linda, 91, Lopes
Lou Angeles. IL Moreno, Pittsburgh, 18,
Schmidt, Philadelphia. $7. Parker Pitt
sburgh, 87
RBI- Kingman. Chicago, 94, Winfield
Sari Diego, 93. Schmidt, Philadelphia, 90
Herriandes, St Louis, 86, Clark, San
Francisco, 86
Hns- Templeton, St Locus, 147, Her
• St Louis, 164, Matthews, Atlanta.
NM: Garvey. Lou Angeles. le. Morene
Pittsburgh, 156
DOUBLES-Hernandez, Si Louis. 38
Rose. Philadelphia, 35, Cromartie
Montreal. 34. Youngblod, New York, 34
Parker, Pittsburgh, 34
TRIPLES-Templeton. St Louis, II,
McBride, Philadelphia, 11. Moreno.
PIttaburgh, T Scott. St Louis, 10,
1.4 vision, Montreal, 9 Winfield, San Diego,
9
HOME RUNS- Kingmmi, Chicago. 40
Schmidt. Philadelphia. 39. Winfield, San
Diego 27 Clark, San Francisco. X
Homer, Atlanta 25 Matthews, Atlanta
25. Lopes. Lca Angeles. 25
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you own last longer,
look fresh and new
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In CBS' Broadcast Duo
By FRED ROTHENBERG
AP Sports Writer
CBS has a football player
and a tennis player doing its
U.S. Open tennis telecasts. but
did you know that the football
player once was tennis
, champion?
,
Pat Sunimerall, the former
place-kicker for the New York
' Giants and now the un-
flappable voice on CBS'
iiotball, golf and tennis
toadcasts, was Florida state
ems champion in 1947. Ali
l 's no slouchy tennis ar .
ei .r. People like Chris pert
an 'than Gottfried als grew
up aiiong orange groyis arid
tenni. courts. ,
But if SuainierallAnows so
much asout tennis' why does
lie haw to ask his broad-
castinj sidekick. Tony
Trabei, all tho* questions?
( COMMENTARY
"Ile knows the answers but
lie just wants rite to pursue the
topic liore," said Trabert.
"Pat't the play-by-play roan
arid lit supposed to be the
expert He figures it would
mean niore Coming from me.
As a rsult, some people write
in alit call him a boob. But
they jist don't understand
"Pe plays the straight
man. le does that on purpose.
-If his ego were such tlat he
didn't. want me to lout very





happen. But he's not worried
about such things. You'll
never hear us zing 'one
another. We're both there to
talk about tennis."
Sun inierall and Trabert, the
Americzn Davis Cup captain
who won singles titles at
Wiiiibiedon and Forest Hills 24
you's ago, are a perfect
doubles team. Their style is
-relaxed with an emphasis on
explaining techniques and
strategies on the court. They
don't trample over the action.
They let the tennis do the
talking.
The duo will be together for
the seventh successive year
when CBS begins 27 hours of
live coverage and highlights
starting next Wednesday night
and ending Sunday. Sept. 9.
Suninterall and Trabert are
not from the kiss-and-tell
school of broadcasting.
"I feel my basic job is to
analyze what's going on," said
Trabert. "I'm not up there to
eossip, although we do try to
drop in some information to
better explain who the players
are.
"If a producer says, 'We
need more about the in-
dividual and less about the
match,' I don't mind that. But
I draw the line. If I know a
player is married and running
around with some dame, I
won't mention it. But if a guy's
wife is expecting and he's
been calling home all the time
and it's affecting his con-
centration, then I'll say so."
And you won't get any juicy
bits from the world of mixed
doubles from Sunimerall,
either. "If I was told to do
more gossip, I'd tell them to
vet somebody else to do it," he
said.
As forn ler athletes and
current broadcasters, Sum-
inerall and Trabert can see
both sides to the growing
antagonism between some
players and the press. For
example, Jimmy Connors is
notoriOui for not talking to
newsmen, particularly after a
loss. Vitas Gerulaitis, in
recent iponths, has been hot








collapsed and died during a
team football practice. He was
21.
Washington State Coach
Jim Walden said Harris, a
defensive tackle, was taking
part in his first practice







Almo Church of Christ
Almo, Ky.
August 24, 25, 26, 1979
Times
Fri. 7:30 p.m  Preaching
Sat. 7:30 p.m  Preaching
Sun. 10:00 a.m .  Bible Study
11:00 a.m  Preaching
7:30 p.m.  Preaching
11111SCil
BIGGER, BETTER VALUES
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Dealing With Depth
If Dallas Can Maintain Bench, Super Bowl Trip Is Possible
By HAI. BOCK
AP Sports Writer
Depth is the measure of
champions and if the Dallas
Cowboys plan to return to the
Super Bowl for a third straight
year, they will .have to come
up with replacements at
several key spots.
Dallas remains the best
team in the National Football
Conference, perhaps because
the rest of the NFC is not all
that strong.
Returning to the Super Bowl
won't be as easy as it should
be for a team with Dallas'
lineup. But it's still the best in
the conference and will be
there when playoff time
comes. Dallas, however, could
have some new company.
The Cowboys' trip to
Pasadena, Calif., and another
Super Bowl will require
eliminating Los Angeles —
something NFC teams have
always managed to do in the
playoffs Atlanta,
Philadelphia and Detroit. The
improving Lions, in fact, could
be the conference dark horses.
Here's a long-range look at





















The Cowboys are not
without their problems. On
defense, Too Tall Jones has
decided to become a boxer and
Jethro Pugh has chosen a less
strenuous retirement, leaving
two openings on the line. All
Pro safety Charlie Waters was
hurt in a preseason game and
is likely to sit out a good
portion if not the entire
season. Running back Tony
Dorsett also missed important
training camp work because
of an injury.
But the replacement parts
are there. Larry Cole, who
split playing time with Pugh
last year, and Larry Bethea, a
No.1 draft choice in 1978, step
into the line. Veteran Randy
Hughes will fill in for Waters
at safety and handyman
Preston Pearson and Scott
Laidlaw will handle Dorsett's
role.
Quarterback Roger
Staubach, receivers Tony Hill
and Drew Pearson, defensive
end Harvey Martin, defensive
tackle Randy White, and other
talented players make it
difficult to overtake the
Cowboys.
Philadelphia will try. Coach
Dick Verined's program could
begin reaching fruition this
season. All-America Jerry
Robinson, the No.1 draft, joins
All Pro Bill Bergey at
linebacker and the offense has
sonie talented people like
quarterback Ron Jaworski,
running back Wilbert Mon-
tgomery and wide receiver
Llarold Carmichael.
In the Central Division,
Detroit seems ready to
replace Minnesota's perennial
chan pions at the top.
The East Elementary Reds, who won the Pony League championship, are, front row from left,
coach Charles Tolley, Michael Wicker, David Dogger, Randy Calhoun, Timmy Dogger, Bobby
Wilson and coach Paul Henry. In bock are noon Gardner, Roy Tolley, Steve Markle, Rick
Markle, Bill Tolley and Gary Henry.
'797§.3o
Here's how you Join the Pepsi People...
get your hands on an ice-cold Pepsi-Cola. Anytime
a thirst puts you out of action, Pepsi goes all
the way to get you back in action. Back to that
•( ,..00,11•• ,•PLPS4 PECASTteto TPACCMA•RS of Pros.Cc, ,NC.
feelin' free feelin' that lets Pepsi People get a little
more out of living.
Grab yourself a Pepsi.. .grab one for a friend.







Olympic Plaza Open 9:30 to 11:00 Daily 1-5 Sunday
BOWLED BY pAnuckti BoT71,1 NI CO , PADUCAH. KY. UNDER APPOINTMENT FROM PepsiCo , PURCHASE. N Y
1"












The Calloway County High football team is, front row,
from left: Shawn Jones, Mike Pearson, Shane Morton,
Mike Shipwash, Brad Bryan, Tommy Workman, Mark




2 88, 77 13 .,




coach John Orr, Kevin Kernel!, Kirk Starks, Donnie
Hargrove, Steve Cherry, Tony Hendon, Richard Young,
Ricky Barrow, James Eldridge, Terry Sledd, Steve
Barnett, Terry Roberson and head coach Stan Outland.
Not shown are Marty McCuiston and Joel Hendon.
Calloway County
vs Union County
At Roy Stewart Stadium p.m.
LET US ENTERTAIN YOU., • ,... .,
•L ' ., • • % ;..: , :, , ..., , ,.." i t %
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LONG DRIVE — John McFarlane, 82, grins as he arrives in Monterey, Calif., after driving his Phantom $100,000
1924 Rolls-Royce almost 3,000 miles from Rochester, NY. He drove to California to attend the 75th anniversary of
the International Rolls-Royce Owners Club, of which he is president. Owners from all over the world are meeting in
Monterey, with more than Si million in cars on display from 1904-1979 models.
(AP Laserphoto)
Trial To Allow Nuclear Debate
MADISON, Ind. AP) — A
debate on nuclear power will
be allowed at the trial of a
demonstrator arrested during
a protest at the Marble Hill
nuclear power plant con-
struction site, a judge has
decided.
Selection of a six-member
jury in County Court was
scheduled today for the trial of
Gardner Weber, 37, Evan-
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trespassing.
Judge Fred Hoying's ruling
Wednesday, opening the door
for testimony on nuclear
power in general, is expected
to stretch the trial over
several days.
Jefferson County
Prosecutor Merritt Alcorn had
asked the judge to exclude any
testimony from witnesses not
at Weber's arrest scene or
directly involved in the arrest.
Alcorn had said earlier he
would prosecute only Weber,
and not the other 88 demon-
strators arrested June 3,
because he did not want to
clog the court system and put
nuclear power on trial.
Alcorn said Weber was
singled out because of his
arrest in an earlier demon-
stration at Marble Hilt and
because he had to be carried
from the plant site.
Steve Richardson, .a




Weber's defense was based on
the need for the Marble Hill
facility and its safety.
The trial of 31 demon-
strators -arrested last October
ended in a hung jury and
Alcorn chose not to retry that
case.
In a related development,
Rep. H. Joel Deckard, R-Ind.,
said a former worker at the
Marble Hill site told him at
least one test result on con-
crete strength in a safety-
related area was changed to
show the concrete met federal
standards.
Deckard, who has requested
a congressional investigation
into construction defects at
Marble Hill, said the former
worker also reported he was
told -.- but refused — to alter a
test result. Deckard refused to
identify the man.
Darrell Lanham, supervisor
for U.S. Testing Co., which
performed the tests at Marble
Hill, said he had no knowledge
test results were altered. He
added there would be no
reason to falsify results
because U.S. Testing's job is
only to evaluate concrete and
provide information to Public
Service Indiana, which owns
the plant along the Ohio River
near Madison.
PSI spokesman Brad Bishop
said the utility was unaware of
the charges and had no
comment.
All work in safety-related
areas — including the two
nuclear reactor containment
buildings — has been stopped
since Aug. 8 because the NRC
cited the utility for inadequate
repairs of concrete flaws and
for inadequate inspections.
From Ayatollah Khomeini
Stern Warnings Issued To Iran's
Minorities; Three Are Executed
By PHILIP DOPOULOS
Associated Press Writer
TEHRAN, Iran API —
Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini
issued stern new warnings to
Iran's rebellious minorities
today and told his own troops
they will face revolutionary
courts if they disobey orders
to crush the uprisings. Three
more executions also were
reported, bringing the toll
since February to 452.




surrender, hand in your
weapons and join Islam, you
will be forgiven. Otherwise, if
you continue your efforts
against the people, you will
suffer the consequences."
Khomeini, for the second
time this week, also said
government troops -must
obey their superiors/ and if
they don't they will be tried
and punished. Military per2.
sonnel are not permitted to
hold strikes and those who do,
will be considered counter-
revolutionaries and will be
sent to revolutionary courts."
Reliable sources have
reported that some regular
troops have been reluctant to
move out against Kurdish
insurgents in the rebellious
western region, leaving
revolutionary guardsmen to
do ttie bulk of the fighting.
Khomeini declared in a
message distributed by
government media, order
the revolutionary guards to
cooperate with the regular
army in crushing those
creating disturbances,
especially in Khuzestan and
Kurdestan." Like the Kurds,
ethnic Arabs in oil-rich
ithuzestan province have been
battling for autonomy.
Khonieini also said he had
told Hassan Nazih, managing
director of the National
Iranian Oil Co., to give one
day's oil revenues, about $65
million, to the people of
Kurdistan. He didn't say how
the money would be
distributed but it was believed
it would be spent on aid
projects.
The latest executions oc-
curred Wednesday in Qazvin,
west of Tehran. The men were





Kurdish rebel leaders have
accused Khomeini of moun-
ting an all-out war to "an-
nihilate the Kurdish masses"
and charged his attempt to
crush their fight for home rule
is worse than the suppression
suffered under Shah
Mohammad Reza Pahlavi.
Tehran Radio reported 86
persons, including 11
government sotiliers, killed in
the past two days as the
lastest Kurdish rebellion
boiled through the moun-
tainous Kurdistan region.
"The only difference
between the two govern-
ments) is that during the
Pahlavi regime, they did not
kill innocent people so
ruthlessly," Karim Hesami of
the Kurdish Democratic Party
charged Wednesday. The
party was outlawed Sunday by
Khomeini, Iran's fun-
damentalist Shiite Moslem
leader, after days of bloody
fighting between troops and.
rebels.
The religious leader*
should understand that thee..
cannot silence the masse •
with their forces," 
He ainf
.
said in a statement read ove$;
the telephone from the Kurt::
dish town of Mahabad. ,
The first naval battle of the
American Revolution was
fought off Machias, Maine, in
1775.
British statesman Antony
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Schedules Only Cause of Confusion
LOUISVILLE, Ky ( AP -
Busing of first-graders has
begun in Jefferson County, but
the only confusion on the first
day of classes appeared to be
over bus schedules.
First-graders are being
bused under court order to
achieve racial balance in the
city-county system.
Most schools said that fir-
stgrade attendance was fairly
good, though many parents
drove their children to school
instead of putting them on
buses.
But at Shawnee Elementary
School, Principal Roy Hargis
said only about half of the
anticipated 75 first-graders
showed up. He said parents
might have kept the children
home the first day to see how
well things went.
Ernest Grayson, superin-
tendent of the system where
court-ordered busing for
desegregation began five
years ago, said things went
"exceptionally well" for the
first day of school.
If he had to grade the
system on its performance.
Grayson said, he would give it
"About an A minus.
"I think it went ex-
ceptionally well this morning
as far as transportation, and
students showing up."
He said the first-day
systemwide enrollment of
92,710 - of which 22,691 are
black - was about 90 percent
of what school officials ex-
pected this school year.
FOr first-day enrollment, he
said, "That's good."
No violent incidents were
reported, in contrast to
massive demonstrations and
arrests that acNictipanied the
aliening of school for the first
year of the busing program
f.ive years ago. •
First-graders were not
included in the busing
program until this year; but
the only protest reported was
a march Tuesday night by
about 150 people carrying
candles and American flags.
The protesters niarched
through south Jefferson
County to two schools, led by
an orange former school bus
bearing anti-busing slogans.
Traffic was slowed on Preston
Highway where the march
took place, but police said
there were no problems.
Dawson Orman, deputy
superintendent for school
operations, said "a very
generous group of parents, a
large number of them, have
volunteered to make sure the
hildren get to the proper
places and reassure the
ourigsters."
Some of the parents rode
huses while others were
-tationed at schools to greet
me first graders on their first
There were some added
:ecurity precautions. Orman
said a number of monitors
!code buses. "They've pulled
•onie security guards out of
rugh schools to put them on
temporary duty and some
lesegregation monitors will
%yripe noses and dry eyes," he
said.
Sonic children were left
:tanding on corners Wed-
lesday because of errors in
:milted bus schedules, and








cipals said new bus runs were
too long and might have to be
changed.
Principal Matt Benningfield
a Byck School said some bus
runs started at 7:35 a.m. and
children were on the buses for
an hour and 15 minutes.
But he said time might be
cut from the runs by having
children gather at central
neighborhood pickup points.
"We're hoping to cut it down
to 45 minutes on the road," he
said.
King School Principal
William Horan said stops
close together on some bus
routes might be consolidated
to speed up the rides.
John Wilhoit, assistant
director of transportation,
said bus routing problems
plague the district every year
and take a few days to solve.
Butler High Principal
Herbert Hatfield called it "one
of the best opening days we've
ever had, and Lincoln
Elementary Principal Roy
Lewis echoed, "Today was the
best start we've ever had."
Principal Terry Brooks at
Noe Middle School said a bus
for special education students
broke down and parents had to
being the children to school,
but "Otherwise, it's pretty
much a regular day. Smooth
as silk - knock on wood."
Woman Hears Distress
Signal Over CB Radio
FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP) -
Delores Parrish arrived at
work Wednesday morning to
monitor emergency calls for
Franklin County Emergency.
Assist when she heard an
ocean distress call over her
citizens band radio.
Accustomed to monitoring
local information calls and
accident reports, Mrs. Parrish
said she was surprised to hear
someone frantically saying,
"May Day, May Day."
She was able to determine
that three men were drifting
in heavy seas on a 50-foot sport
fishing boat off Panama, with
Radio ihaelt
one life-jacket between them
and one man sick. They had
been drifting since Tuesday.
After Mrs: Parrish realized
they couldn't hear her, she
called the U.S. Coast Guard in
Louisville, then returned to
her radio and heard the Coast
Guard making contact with
the crew. A Coast Guard
spokesman said the U.S. Air
Force reportedly sent an
emergency boat out to look for
the drifting vessel.
Mrs. Parrish said such long
distance transmissions are
rare, but can sometimes be
heard when atmospheric




FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) -
The Kentucky Arts Com-
mission is looking for someone
with architectural training to
serve in its artists-in-the-
schools program.
A residency is available at
Rowan County High School in
Morehead for four months
during the Spring Semester,
according to program director
Nancy Carpenter.
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ANIMAL ACTORS - Carla Skinder, an animal
techologist at the New England Aquarium plays with Fats,
left, a beaver, and Lover Boy, right, a penguin. The
animals may have their quirks, but freeloading isn't one of
them. They both earn their keep at the Aquarium by star-
ring in commercials or making personal appearances.
Clay county Residents
Fear More Violence May
Result From Shooting
MANCHESTER. Ky. ( AP)
- Clay County residents fear
more violence in the wake of a
shooting that left three
members of one family dead
and three brothers of another
family charged with murder.
"I'm related to both sides.
so I'm caught right in the
middle," said George Collins.
-This is a terrible, terrible
thing, and just plain ignorance
is alqou can call it."
The two sides to which he
referred are the George W.
Napier and A.T.
families, who have for years
lived within a mile of one
another in the Elk Creek area
of clay County.
In a shooting near the
Napier home last Saturday,
George Napier, his wife,
Jesse, and their daughter,
Phyllis Dezarn, were killed.
A.T. Collins, along with
brothers Marion Casey and
Bart, were charged with
murder in connection with the
three deaths. A.T. and Marion
Casey Collins were wounded
by gunfire. Their case is ex-
pected to be presented to the
Clay County grand jury when
it convenes early next month.
"I doubt this is the end of
it," said one of the Napiers'
nephews, who declined to
identify himself. "Mama,
papa, two kids - that's pretty
awful."
Jerry Wayne Napier, a son
of George and Jesse Napier,
was shot to death in April and
a fourth Collins brother,
Dewey,- received a 10-year
prison term for manslaughter
in connection with the killing.
A.T. Collins, the lone sur-
vivor of the Hyden mine
disaster that killed 38 of his co-
workers in December 1970,
also was, charged in con-
nection with Jerry Wayne
Napier's death. But the jury
acquitted him.
A sheriff's deputy keeping
watch outside the funeral
home before services for the
Napiers earlier this week said
more trouble between
members of the two families
would be no surprise.
Nor are the Napier 's and law
enforcement officials the only
ones concerned. An Elk Creek
resident who . described
himself as friendly to both
families said he wanted the
killing to stop "because it
don't make no sense."
"Killing's the last thing I'd
resort to," he said. "There
must be another way."
Other people are concerned
about the image of their
community and their county.
"People here are tired of the
killing," said one. "They want
some law and order, and
they're concerned about the
image outsiders are getting of





• By BILL RAWLINS •
Associated Press Writer
NASHVILLE. Tenn. ( AP -
The substitute judge in
Tennessee's clemency-for-
cash trial must decide nexxt
week not only if the trial can
resume before the original
jury - but whether he should
hear it.
The government reminded
Judge Gilbert Merritt on
Wednesday that he has been
active in Tennessee
Democratic politics - and
some people might consider
him biased. The judge said he
would not comment outside
court.
The five men on trial include
three former aides to ex-Gov.
Ray Blanton, a Democrat. All
are accused of selling reduced
prison sentences for
thousands of dollars before
Blanton left office Jan. 17.
The case is in recess
because Merritt's predecessor
was felled by a heart attatir.
Aug. 3. Merritt. on the 6th U.S.
Circuit Court of Appeals, has
scheduled arguments Monday
and Tuesday on resuming the
trial before the original
jurors, who have been
working at their regular jobs
since Judge Charles G. Neese
was stricken.
Even if the trial can pick up
where it left off, Merritt has
said testimony cannot resume
before Sept. 4 - after Labor
Day. If "Merritt decides it
cannot, a new jury must be
picked. It took three days to
choose the present jury from
150 panelists.
In motions filed to meet
Wednesday's deadline, the
government:
- Asked Merritt, before
deciding whether to continue
the case, to question jurors
about possible prejudicial
publicity tit which they might,
have been subjected since
Neese was hospitalized, in-
cluding a reported offer to buy
a juror.
-Opposed defense requests
for the judge to reconsider
motions, including thoSe for
mistrials, which Neese
previously rejected. If Neese's
rulings are reconsidered, the
government said, Merritt then
would be required to declare a
mistrial.
Defense lawyers are on
record against a mistrial
because of Neese's illness, but
have asked 'Merritt to
reconsider motions, including
motions for mistrials on other
grounds, which Neese
overruled. Wednesday,
defense lawyers filed no new
motions, but amended
previous motions, including
some alleging evidence was
illegally obtained.
Defendants are T. Edward




once on Blanton's security
staff; Dale Quillen, a Nash-
ville lawyer, and William
Thompson, a Chattanooga
night club operator.
Assistant U.S. Attorney Joe
Brown, in putting Merritt on
formal notice that the public
might consider him biased,
stopped short of asking the
judge to step off the ease.
Instead, it cited a federal law
that calls for a judge to
disqualify himself if his im-
partiality might be
questioned.
_Merritt, the notice said.
once represented the state
Democratic Executive
Committee and served on a
Con iittee which screened
candidates for Blanton's
cabinet after the former
governor was elected in 1974.
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SAMPLING GOODIES — Marilyn and Kris McCormack of 
Mayfield sample pickles
and jellies at Grandma's Kitchen at Empire Farm in the Environmental E
ducation Center
in TVA's Land Between The Lakes, a 170,000-acre public de
monstration area in
western Kentucky and Tennessee.
Premature Baby Listed
Critical After Car Birth
LOUISVILLE, Ky. 1API —
A premature baby, born by
the glow of a cigarette lighter
in a car en route to a Hen-
derson hospital, was reported
in critical condition today at
Norton's Childrens Hospital
here.
The stnry of Samuel Curtis
Cowan's birth — involving
three frantic sisters, a
speeding car, and the childs
arrival three months
premature — began last
Friday when Rena Cowan of
Morganfield began ex-
periencing contractions.
She was admitted to
Community Methodist
Hospital in Henderson. then
was released Sunday af-
ternoon.
•'The doctor said he thought
I'd deliver in few 'days, but it
wouldn't be right away," she
said.
She went back to
Morganfield, where her
sisters — Kay Fletcher of
Madisonville and Donna Cusic
'of Morganfield — kept her
company at her mother's
apartnient.
"At about 7:30, just as I was
going upstairs to bed, the
contractions started again,"
she said, and this time they
were harder and closer
together.
The sisters got her out to
their mother's automobile,
and Donna Cusic, herself eight
months pregnant, took the
wheel.
As it became evident that
birth was *imminent in the
back seat, she pressed the ga.
pedal closer to the floor, and
the trio drove the 20 miles
along U.S. 60 to Henderson at
speeds of 80 to 85 miles an
hour.
, Kay Fletcher, 27, in the back
seat with Mrs. Cusic, said,
'I'd like to say that I was real
Attorney General
Asks For Help In
Consumer protection
FRANKFORT, Ky. (API —
Kentucky Attorney General
Robert Stephens has asked
anyone who ordered mer-
chandise but has not received
it from two Chicago-based
mail order companies to
contact his office.
Stephens said J.C. Whitney
and ('o. and Warshawsky Co.
have left an unknown number
of Kentuckians with cancelled
checks and no merchandise.




is working with the clerk of
Chicago's Bankruptcy Court,
but a division spokesman said
it is not known whether con-
sumers can expect total
recovery of their losses.
calm and knew just what I was
doing, but the truth is I was
scared to death. I guess Rena
was the calmest one of us.
"As we we(it tearing down
that highway we were honking
the horn like crazy and the
people we passed just honked
back. Before Long, here came
our mother I Rosemary
Lindsey 1 in a pickup truck
behind us.
"She'd been gone at the time
we'd left her apartment and
then, when she found out what
happened, hurried to catch up
with us," Mrs. Fletcher said.
.In the back seat, she said, "I
was using a cigarette lighter
for light. As soon as I saw the
baby's head I put that out and
worked in the dark."
In minutes, one pound, nine
ounce Samuel Curtis was in
her arms.
"Even though I have two
kids of my own, I had to stop
and think what to do," she
said.
"He was so tiny it about
killed me to spank him and
make him cry, but I did it. His
cry was as tiny as he was.
Right after he was born, he
started to choke and I cleaned
out his mouth. Then he did just
fine."
With the umbilical cord still
intact, she cradled the infant
next to her body until the car
reached the emergency room
entrance ,at Community
Methodist.
She said she did have time to
notice where the baby was
born. and "I did notice the
time the baby was born.
"He was born in the middle
of the intersection of Green
and Washington streets, and
the car's dock said 8:45.-
On 'arrival at the hospital,
the expectant Mrs. Cusic slid
her own protruding stomAch
from behind the wheel;
Wobbled into the emergency
room — and fainted.
She was all right, however.
An obstetrician, Dr. C.J.
McGroder, and a pediatrician,
Dr. Fred Barnett, took over
the care of Samuel Curtis.
"They said I'd done a fine
job with him," said Mrs.
Fletcher.
"Dr. Barnett said he's a
little fighter," said Mrs.
Cowan.
Mrs. Cowan said her other
children. Elizabeth, 5, and
Chastity, 3, were born under
normal circumstances, and
Sunday night's driver, Mrs.
Cusic, said when her baby,
expected around Sept. 24,
arrives, "I hope it won't be
anything like this. I just want
a routine delivery."
Mrs. Fletcher said she will
not take any chances on a
second stint as an impromptu
midwife. "I think I'm just
going to stay in Madisonville
until after Donna's is born."
Representative's Travel Schedule Full
By JAY PERKINS
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON i AP) — If
travel is broadening, Rep.
James Scheuer may be one of
the broadest-minded mem-
bers of Congress after the
current recess.
The New York Democrat's
schedule of foreign travel this
month reads like a road map
of Asia, with stops in nine
cities in seven countries
during a three-week sojourn.
Scheuer is one of at least 89
members of Congress — 73
representativev., and 16
senators — traferflig abroad
at taxpayer expense during
the month-long August recess.
That total is down from the
115 who went overseas during
the April Easter recess.
The 89 traveling this recess
are those members whose
offices confirmed they were
taking trips authorized by
various committees. Other
members had travel overseas,
authorized by committees but
are not making the trips.
The actual total of tax-paid
trips could be higher than 89.
Some committees refused to
give out information on their
members' travel plans.
There were also indications
some congressmen and some
congressional staff members
were .becoming sensitive to
publicity about the fact-
finding trips.
Both the Senate Armed
Services and Senate
Intelligence committees
declined to give any in-
formation about travel by
'Likeable Hobo' Suspect
Of Murdering Three
Young Boys In Apartment
SPRINGFIELD, Ill. (AP) —
William "Freight Train"
Guatney was a "likeable
hobo," say two women who
knew him. But the man now
suspected of killing young
boys hated to be called a bum.
"He was a strong man when
he got mad," says Joan Sch-
midt, a mother of seven who
allowed Guatney — a tran-
sient now charged with
murdering three young boys
— to sleep in a garage apar-
tment from time to time. "My
kids, I can say, really_ loved
him."
Guatney, 57, is being held
without bond in the Lancaster
County jail at Lincoln, Neb.
He is charged with killing two
boys in Nebraska four years
ago and with the niurder in
May of a Kansas boy. Police
say he's also a suspect in the
deaths of at least 12 other boys
around the country.
Mrs. Schmidt, .42, and
Carolyn Kuhl Royer, 65, said
their image of the man
nicknamed "Freight Train"
was shattered this week. "He
was a likeable hobo," Mrs.
Schmidt said. "But don't call
him a bum or a tramp. He
didn't like the kids to taunt
him with.names."
Guatney enjoyed wine,
drank often, and said he was
adopted and raised in Neosho
Falls, Kan., until he ran away
at 14, she said. The intinerant
livestock handler "always
was polite and seemed to love




FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
The city of Henderson has
reduced the amount of sulfur
dioxide in its air to an ac-




He said Henderson achieved
compliance with state air
quality standards because of
the city power plant's decision
to begin burning low-sulfur
coal, thereby reducing sulfur
dioxide emissions.
their members.
And Jack Brady, chief of the
House Foreign Affairs
Committee staff, said, "These
stories about travel really
burn nie up." He said mem-
bers of his committee must
travel overseas because "we
oversee spending of billions of
dollars in foreign aid.
• •The press is totally
irresponsible in the way it
handles these stories," he
added.
A staff member of Rep.
William Clay's office who
identified himself as the
Missouri Democrat's top aide
refused to confirm or deny
that his boss went to Japan,
South Korea and Singapore for
three weeks as scheduled.
It is impossible to deternune
how niuch the trips will cost
taxpayers. But commercial
air fares from the United
States to the most popular
stopover destinations —
Peking, Moscow, Rome and
Bangkok total more than
$100,000, if the number of
lawmakers going to those
vicinities is multiplied by
coach fares to those cities.
Multiple-stop trips add even
more to the cost:
And using committee
records of the amowit of
travel-time scheduled, daily
expense allowances of $75 per
day for the 89 congressmen on
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FRANKFORT, Ky. (API -
Legislation was pre-filed
Wednesday for the 1980
General Assembly that would
make county attorneys full-
time prosecutors, paid the
same as circuit judges.
The bill's sponsor, Rep.
Harold DeMarcus, R-
Stanford, said it would allow a
county attorney to devote his
full efforts to his job without
the distractions of a private
law pract)ce."
Attorneys in larger counties
would have assistants to help
with heavier caseloads, while
attorneys in smaller counties
might be assigned as special
prosecutors in other counties
that need additional help,
DeMarcus said.
The bill would eliminate
commonwealth's attorneys,
DeMarcus said. -Our system
of justice does not need dual
prosecution, a system which,
in most of our counties, allows
son ieone from outside the
county to decide what will be
done with the most serious
criminals.
"This legislation will make
for a more unified
prosecutorial system,
eliminate the need for the
taxpayers to support more
than one prosecutor in their
county, and give the people a
stake in the operation of their
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I Tommy Hendon, as of August
21 1979 will no longer be
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52. Boats and Motors
53. Services Offered
SI. For Trade




Now open! North Hills Park
Minature Golf. Hours, I pm til
9 pm, 7 days a week. 3 miles
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WOULD YOU LIKE TO EARN
$1 5,000 to $60,000 PER YEAR?
WOULD YOU LIKE TO WORK
FOR A 50 YEAR OLD COMPANY?
WOULD YOU LIKE TO SELL IN A
30 MI. RADIUS OF YOUR HOME?
WANT TOE ABOVE? REAR BELOW
We are new expanding ear sales ferce in Calloway
Caney. We mood Manager Trainees & Salesmen to
apply for a sales positien freest this area.
Many of our top salesmen wise came to es had as
interest in the Insurance Business until they found
eat that we're different than omit ether companies
and her. ars seam of the reasons why.
Tai will net be collecting premiums Sr servicing
any claims, yen will net deliver any policies. in
short, you will only be selling, and best of all,
EXPERIENCE NOT NECESSARY
We will TRAIN you both in product knowledge and the
skill of Salesmanship with FIELD TRAINING. We will
give financial help while you're training.
We also supply you with leads free, every week and
advance you 6 months commission each week along
with one of the finest 10 year commission contracts in
the business. Yes, that's right, we will show you how
you're paid commission for IL) years even if you leave
the Company. We give you Life Insurance for yourself
and also $250,000 Group Major Medical Plan for you
and your family at no cost to you or them.
If you are interested in having a personal interview
in your area, please call me or write me personally,
giving me your phone number and the best time to
call.
IF YOU WANT A GOOD SALES POSITION DO IT NOW!
DON'T WAIT! MANY OTHER AREAS READY FOR
DEVELOPMENT, INTERESTED?
PLEASE CALL OR WRITE:
LC Bell
American Republic Insermsce Ce.




Notice of Finding no Significant Effect on the Environment and
Notice To Public of Request for Release of Funds.
City of Murray Community Development
Block Grant Small Cities Program





To all interested agencies, groups, ond persons:
On or about September 6, 1979, the City of Murray, Kentucky
will request the US Deportment of Housing and Urban Development
to release Federal funds under Title I of the Housing and Community
Development Act of 1974 (PI 93-383) to be used for the following
P(ate(?,
PROJECT: North Douglas Community Revitalization Project
PURPOSE: Revitalization of the Douglas neighborhood will involve
the rehabilitation of private properties, provision of adequate public
facilitieS; and the acquisition and clearance of structures whose
rehabilitation is economically infeasible.
LOCATION: City of Murray. Calloway County, Kentucky
ESTIMATED COST: First yeor cost S500,000. This is a two year
program.
It has been determined that such request for release of funds will
not constitute an action significantly affecting the quality of the.
human environment and, accordingly, the City of Murray has decid-
ed not to prepare on Environmental Impact Statement under the Na-
tional Environmental Policy Act of 1969 (PL 91-190). The reasons
for such decision not to prepare such Statement are (1) No adverse
effects were found in the project, and (2) The project will benefit
the area as well as the entire community.
An Environmental Review Record respecting the project has been
mode by the City of Murray which documented the environmental
review of the project and more fully sets forth the reasons why such
Statement is not required. This Environmental Review Record is on
file at the above address and is available for public examination and
copying, upon request, at the Murray Planning Office, City Hall.
between the hours of 800 a.m. and 500 p.m., Monday through
Friday.
No further environmental review of the protect will be mode prior
to requesting release of funds.
All interested °gentles, groups or persons having questions or
comments concerning this notice and these activities are invited to
submit them in writing for consideration by the proper officials at
the address given below. Such comments should be received at the
• specified address on or before September 6, 1979. All such com-
ments so received will be considered and the City of muff/4 will not
request the release of Federal funds or take any administrative ac-
tion on the project prior to the date specified in the preceding
sentence.
The City of Murray will undertake the project described above
with Block Grant Funds from ttre..U. S. Department of Housing and
Urban Development (HUD), under Title I of the Housing and Com-
munity Development Act of 1974. The City of Murray is certifying
to HUD that the City of Murray and Mayor Melvin B. Henley, in his
official capacity os Mayor, consent to accept 114 turisdiction of the
,Federal Courts if on action is brought to enforce responsibilities in
relation to environmental reviews decision making, arid action, and
that these responsibilities have been satisfied. The legal effect of
the certification is thcrt upon its approval, the City of Murray may
use the Block Grant funds, and HUD will have satisfied its respons-
sibilities under the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969. HUD
will accept an objection to its approval of the release of funds and
acceptance of the certification only if it is on one of the following
bases,
(A) That the certification was not in fact executed by the Chief
Executive Officer Of other officer or applicant approved by HUD or
(B That applicant's Environmental Review Record for the proiect
indicates ommission of a required decision finding or step applicable
to the project in the environmental review process; or
(C) That with respect to a property listed on the National Register
of Historic Places, or found to be eligible for inclusion in such
Register, and which is affected by the protect. but no opportunity
was given to the Advisory Council on Historic F , eservation or its Ex-
ecutive c -ector to review the effect of the protect on the property
'isiordonce with the prorr...ures set forth at 36 CFR Port 800; or
(151 That another Federal Nancy acting pursuant to Section 102
(21 of NEPA and implementing regulations,. has submitted o 
writ-




the required procedure (24CFR Port 58), and may be addressed to
qua0biltlery.110as mast be Prepared and submitted In accordance with
HUD at P 0. Box 1044, 539 River City Moll, Louisville, KY 40201.
Objections Lo the release of funds on bases other than those stated
dbove will not be considered by HUD
No objections received after September 22 1979 will be con-
sidered by HUD
Chief Executive Officer






refinished in natural oak
Aeolian made Console
with Bench, Pecan, 1 only
- Reg. $1310.
Spinet by Kimball, walnut
with padded bench -- Reg.
$1295.00
God is love Bible study.







1 mile south Highway
121
753-2287













Department will be tak-
ing sealed bids on
bicycles that have been
unclaimed for a period
of time These bicycles
will be sold to the
highest bidder on Friday
August 24th between
the hours of 10 and 11
a.m. The bicycles will
be on display at city
hall, South 5th and
Poplar.
INVITATION TO BID
The Murray-Calloway County Parks Board is re-
questing bids on the following two items.
1. Fencing (4) Ballfields
2. All Metal Picnic Shelters (3)
Bid information and specifications may be obtained




The city of Murray,‘,14. is accepting
bids on chain link fencing for the cen-
tral garage on Andrus Drive. Specifica-
tions may be obtained at the city
clerk's office Fifth and Poplar. Bids will
be accepted until 1:30 Thursday after-
noon, Au. ust 30, 1979.
INVITATION TO BID
The Calloway County Board of Education will
receive sealed bids for the paving of the Calloway
County High School parking lot until 1:00 p.m.,
Thursday, September 6, 1979, at the office of the
Board of Education, 2110 College Farm Road, Mur-
ray, Kentucky, at which time and place all bids will
be publicly opened and read aloud.
Specifications will be on file in the Calloway Coun-
ty Board of Education office building, 2110 College
Farm Road, Murray, Kentucky, and at the office of
Gingles & Harms, 2111 20th Avenue South,
Nashville, Tennessee. A copy of the specifications
and bid form may be obtained from the above by
depositing a check made payable to Gingles &
Harms in the amount of $50.00. All deposit checks
will be held uncashed until bids are opened and con-
tracts awarded, after which they will be returned to
all except the successful bidder if bona fide bid has
been tendered and specifications are returned in
good condition within ten days after bids are open.:
ed.
The Board reserves the right to reject any or all










Kimball Deluxe Spinet with









Kimball Console with Pad-
ded Bench. your choice,
walnut, cherry, maple, aft..
pine. Compare with pionos4,1488
priced $1800 to $2200
ORGANS
New Kimball with 2
keyboards, 13 bass pedals
and padded bench, drums,
magic one finger chords,
only 2 at this price
Used W-rlitzer Spinet with
bench, 2 keyboards with




Many many used organs, all prices we
always warrant our used instruments from 90
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2. Notice
Riders wanted for carpool to
Paducah Monday through Fri-
day 8 to 4 Call 759-4621 after
5 pm 
3. Card of Thanks 
Words cannot express our ap-
preciation for all the many
prayers and concern in behalf
of our son. Randy during the
time he was in the hospital in
Jackson, Tennessee and Mem-
phis, Tennessee We appreciate
more than you can know the
money that was given by each
one and all of the churches
who gave special offerings May
God richly bless each and
everyone in a very specaial way
for what you have done We
continue to need your prayers
as God continues to heal The
Leeland H. Peeler family
5. Lost and Found
Lost keys Between Post office
and Holland Drugs Several
keys and 2 discs 753-6150. 
6. Help Wanted 
Captain D's is now accepting
applications for counter girls
and fry cooks. Day and night
Apply Monday through
Thursday between 1 and 4 No
phone calls.
Cook, full or part time Cooks
helper. full time Highest pay-
ing in this locality. Kentucky
Lake Lodge Restaurant Aurora.
474-2259 
- Earn extra money. No invest-
ment. Take orders for Lisa low
priced jewelry. For free
catalogs call toll free 1-800-
631-1258 
Full time night manager. part
time day and night shifts. App-
ly in person at Bob's Drive-In
810 Chestnut Street.
atcdtkg-
6. Help Wanted 6
. Help Wanted
Experienced only! Clean-up
and detail used car man Must.
be able to work buffer Write
resume and salary expectations
to David 1 Keenan Keenan




real estate salesman to
join an old firm,
established 1950. Coll
Wayne Wilson at 753-
3263 or 753-5
Housewives build a career
around your family.
demonstrate a new beautiful
product on a fun party plan
High commission, $10 per
hour. Be your own boss. set
your own hours no territorys
no cash investment no
delivery. Princess House in-
teiested call 328-8057 or 623-
6380.•
Janitor. Must be able to run
buffer. work late hours. Write
P.O. Box 32 Z. Murray, KY.
Law office opportunity Re-
quires. office experience short
hand or speed writing skills.
typing skills, some bookkeep-
ing. some knowledge of office
machi s and a desire to learn
Need no apply without above
Resume ti P.O. Box 32 G. Mur-
ray, KY
Day s i counter
perso . Also Assis-
tant onager. App-
ly i person, Long
John Silvers, 71 1
South 12th St.
HELP WANTED
The City of Murray, in order to carry ou
t the
Comprehensive Community Development 
Pro-
gram, will be hiring a Community Dev
elopment
staff. The following positions will be open 
and filled
as required to implement this program.
1. Assistant Director/Housing Coordinator
2. Rehabilitation Officer
3. Rehabilitation Inspector Cost Estimato
r
4. Fairhousing, Equal Employment Officer
5. Secretary
Application for these positions, along with c
om-
plete job descriptions, can be obtained at Cit
y Hall
between 8:00 a.m. and 5:00 p.m. in the Planni
ng Of-
fice or by writing to Steve Zea, City Plan
ner. City
Hall Building, Murray, Kentucky 42071.
Salary commensurate to qualifications. Ex
cellent
fringe benefit package.
Final filing date - August 31, 1979. Please 
state
position or positions for which you are applyin
g. The
City of Murray is an Equal Opportunity E
mployer
operating under an Affirmative Action Plan.
CAREER OPPORTUNITY
IN AUTO SALES
Jim Fain Motors now has openings for
soles people, male or female, ex-
perience not required, but applicants
must enjoy dealing with people. Salary
plus commission, steady employment,
specialized training are offered with
these positions. If you are seeking a
rewarding profession call Jim Fain
Motors at 753-0632 to arrange for in-
terview. All inquiries will be held in
confidence. Ask for Ed Parker.
Mechanic to operate two bays
of newly re-opened service sta-
tion Experience Commission
Hopkins Sycamore Service 9th
and Sycamore
Need one full time 2 part time
employees for Deli-Bakery
Must oe able to work day or





Wanted farm families in-
terested in„.a trip notch major
medical-roup hospital
coverage Call Bennett &
Associates 753-7273 
Wanted Woman to do altera-
tions Apply in person, no
phone calls please Murray
Tailor Shop. 418 Main. 
9. Situation Wanted
Experienced cosmotoligrst with
following needing a position at
local salon Excellent haircut-
ting and permanent wave
Phone 759-1226 
Wanted farm families in-
terested in a top notch major
medical group hospital
coverage Call Bennett &
Associates 753-7273 
Would like to babysit in my
home 753-3523 
Will do babysitting in my home
at Lynn Grove. 435-4379 or
753-7235. 
10. Bus. Opportunity 
For sale 30x60 cleanup shop.
12 miles east of Murray on
Highway 94 Call 474-2335
after 6 pm.
11. Instructions 
lyndia Cochran Dance Studio
registration for dance and gym-
nastics Call 753-41,47
Private piano instructor will
give private piano lessons
beginning in September. B.S.
degree in music and 6 years ex-
perience in private teaching.
Will teach adults and children
Call 753-6090. 
12. Insurance 
Wanted taut families in-
terested in a top notch major
medical group hospital
coverage Call __Bennett &
Associates 753-7273
NMI I I vial"
The Class)
of '98




tata baramotbt to start tbrasleno
yo hood. tot Ns 4elocatton
yob, tooth Golden 'rout.,
•,sn tans, by UFA Lae
lasurstriva C.tattnbart







Mechanical Engineer, prefer experience in
general project engineering, salary open.
Structural Engineer, full or part-time, with
design experience in steel and concrete
structures, salary open.
Draftsperson, with general mechanical draf-




Post Office Box 621
Calvert City, Kentucky 42029
Telephone: A/C 502-395-4121
STEP UP TO $ $
If you ore oggressive, can manage your own time and
want to be above average, we have an_immediate
opening due to expansion of our sales department
 for
o sales oriented man or womon in the Murray ar
ea and
environs. Our business is the sale of Gold 
Seal
Memorials.
Don t let the word sales ' frighten you If you
sincerely enjoy meeting and talking with peopl
e from
all walks of life and would like to earn 
more than
overage income, either full time or part time, thi
s is
the job for you. Soles experience not necessa
ry.
Positive attitude and neat appearance are importan
t
Send complete resume to Winona Monument
 Company,
lex 529, Wine.., MN 55987
14. Want To Buy
Want to buy a young full blood-
ed Yorkshire or Hampshire boar
pig. Call 753-3523 
Want to buy 8 or 9 foot chisel
plow and corn elevator. Phone
498-8376.
Want to buy. some Duroc wean-
'ng pigs Call 753-6215 or 753-
8329_ 
15. Articles For Sale
16. Home Furnishings
One yellow sofa 7 feet long
good condition $100 Call 436-
2839
Queen size mattress very good
condition $20 Phone 753-
7231 
Refrigerator, large good condi-
tion $35 759-4683 after 530
pm
Side by side Tappan
refrigerator freezer, copper-
tone. extra nice, $225. Phone
753-1877 or 753-4074.
Will sell good used furniture
and appliances The Odd Shop.
642-8250 We buy, sell, and
trade 
19. Farm Equipment 
Black Locust posts, 30 cents
each Phone 382-2260 
For sale 10 hp John Deere
garden tractor. Phone 489-
2570 - 
John Deere 45 combine good
condition. Call 436-2316.
Mower. I.H 7 ft blade, 3 point
hitch good shape. Phone 753-
2796 after 6 pm.
New and used grain wagons
from 165 bushel to 500 Wet-
more 400 bushel grain carts
(same as John Deere 1210)
$3600. only 10 to sell at this
price. Hydraulic augers for
gravity flow beds. Jim Wilson
Equipment. Barlow. KY. phone
334-3524 or 334-3135.
Three scaffold wagons with
good tires and walk boards,
$265 each. 901-782-3618. 
20. Sports Equipment 
Full set of men's golf clubs
with new golf bag. $65. 753-
6262 
Men's set of 1976 Titleist irons
(2-wedge) a set of 1970 Wilson
X31 woods (1.3.4.5). These golf
°lobs are in excellent shape..
Call 759-1588 after 5 pm.
22. Musical 
Classical guitar lessons, quality
lessons for the sincere
Guitarist. Chuck's Music Store 
For sale 6 string Alvarez Artist
guitar. pearl inlaid neck, $400
Call 753-7490 
Ludwig snare drum, excellent
for a beginner Call 753-5973
after 4 pm
Perfect condition, Signet
Selmer trumpet. 753-8245 
Selmer trumpet. excellent con-
dition. $75 Phone 753-7231 
Used console stereo. $35 Com-
ponent sets. $75 Also 19 inch
color t.v and one year old con-
sole piano Clayton's-1 &
Music. 753-7575. 
23. Exterminating  
Far sale Nickle coin operated
Coca Cola drink Machine,
$100. antique cash register.
Milwaukee brand, cleaned.
ready to refinish, $60, TV
stereo console. $75, 12 sting
guitar. $75 Phone 759-4573
after 6 pm 
For sale new Baldwin Spinet
piano. 1963 school bus
camper, stereo and cabinet.
753-4955 
For sale one large and one
small refrigerator. good condi-
tion. nice formica desk $75; 4
drawer metal filing cabinet.
$40 Phone 753-4494 
Swinging bed or sofa, hangs
from - ceiling by chain, com-
plete with brown covered pad,
$130. 4 drawer chest, yellow
utility table: pressure canner.
753-3959 after 5 pm 
1-61-.--kme Furnishings 
Electric range. 30 inch. white,
deluxe model Call 753-8423
between 8 am and 5 pm.
For all your new and used fur-
niture needs, check us first,.
Carraway Furniture. 105 North
3rd Cash and Carry 753-1502.
Furniture for sale at 301 South
6th Street. 
Green tweed recliner, in good
-condition. reasonably priced.
Call 753-4515. 
Hnia-a-bed plaid check, like






Barber chair, old $35 759-
4683 after 5-30 pm 
Cherry wood. over 20 years old.
1 inch stock. 75 cents board
foot. 2 inch and 3 inch turning
squares. $1 25 board foot. 4
inch squares. 51 75 board foot.
Planing available 492-8837 or
753-5940 after 5 pm 
New Split-it hydraulic log split-
ter. Sacrifice price Call 753-
5703 for information
Old barn beautifully
weathered oak barn is full of
good used lumber, aluminum
roofing, fencing, etc Call 759-
4683 after 5 30 pm 
Regular $200 long black
size
ther coat. bought last year.
7, $75. 489-2715.
Cabinets damaged in transit. 2
t.v s and onr stereo Works
perfect with Aarranty Selling
at large disco, it. Clayton's-1 &
B Music, Dixie and Center
Repossesed 2: inch color t v.
Take up month y payment. War-
ranty 1 & B frsic, 753-7575. 
Stack 3 Most,..1's CB antenna,
can talk to Ca ,ada and Mexico.
New 8150, ,ow $75 492-
8834.
Two Jensen ,abinet speakers,. 
1979 model, :erfect condition.
$50 each. Ca i Reed 753-7582 
Wanted 100 ,sed t s b-w or
color Will gii $50. $100. or
up to $200 trade in for a
Magnavox toL.h tune t v Bring
it in at Clayton's-1 & B Music  
Dixieland Cerer, Murray. KY.
27. Mobile  Home Sales
1973 CriteriLi. 12 X 60, 2
bedroom, gocd condition. un-
furnished. Ca 753-2278 after
6 pm 
1972 mobile home, 12x56,
$4500 Call 753-5612 
1973 1200 Citation. 3
bedroom, 2 tu , i baths washer-
dryer hookup all electric,
carpet throughout. extra shelv-
ing and other mprevements 1
air conditionet good shape For
information ca.! 753-6204
For sale by owner 1978 New
Moon trailer 14x64. and 5
acres. 2 bec'ooms. 2 baths,
electric heat and carpet
throughout. Ike new Can be
bought with Jr without land.
Call 436-2232 
For sale: 1969 mobile home.
12 X 58. 2 bed'oom, lots of ex-
tras. Call 492-8325 after 5 pm.
For sale: mobile home in
Riviera Courts Furnished, air
conditioned, underpinned,-very
clean 753-3280 
For sale' nice 12 wide 2
bedroom mobile home, furnish-
ed 435-4128 Dr see half mile
west of Lynn Grove on Highway
94. 
1972 Schult: mobile home,
12x60, central heat and air
Phone 75)-795; 
28. Mob. Home Rents 
For rent: 1Ci.t.; mobile home,
clean, near .,niversity „Phone
753-3482 'r '53-3895. 
Partially furnished mobile
home, two bedrooms $100
deposit $150 Per month. Gam-
ble's Ira-ler Court, Stella. 153-
4082. 
Two bedtoom, central air con-
ditioning gas heat, fully
carpeted walking distance of
the University. 753-5209 
Two beotoonti trailer, bath and
a half, $50 per month. $75
deposit No pets. 753-4808. 
31. Want-To Rent 
One to two bedroom home
needc mmediately for
childless Christian couple
Prefer out7o1Flown, but not
necessary Leave number at
Regal 8 motel office. 
32. Apts. For Rent 
or rent furnished apartment
New Concord. $80 a month.
all 436-2427. 
Furnished or unfurnished, very
close to campus. Call 753-8742
after 5 pm 
Furnished apartment. inquire
100 South 13th Street 
For rent trailer and furnished
apartment on lake, waterfront
lot. Call 436-2427 
One bedroom, partially furnish-
ed, quiet, near school. 8200 in-
cludes utilities. Call 753-6639
after 5 pm
Three bedroom furnished
apartment for boys. re-
decorated prime location to
campus 153-8585 
3-31iems for Rent _
Own room in house near cam
pus Large kitchen and den
Male Phone 759-4729.
Auction Sale
Saturday August 25 et 10 sm. at the home of Mr. end
Mrs. B. G. Miller in Stella, Ky.
Mr. and Mrs Miller ore no longer able to live at
home and will sell a complete house of furniture, por-
table TV.. 2 recliners, couch hidebed, pole lamp, old
oak fern stand, end tobles, large mirror, Pictures'
fan, bedroom suit, chiff robe,. fancy old twin b
eds, nite
stand, old oak hall coat reck, old iron bed, odd ch
est,
Mahogany breakfast set, gloss door chino cabinet, old
dishes, glass and china, red bowl 8, plate, silverware,
pots and pons. Westinghouse frost free ref., electric
stove. Kenmore washer and dryer, marble t°P
dresser, may be walnut, gone with the wind tYPe
lamp, oak yard chairs, fancy old floor lomP.
. s
straight
choirs, almost new lawn mower, hand ond g
orden
tools, many more items too numerous to mention. Sole
held rain or shine, eats and drinks available. Not
responsible for accidents Real Estate auction 
held
jointly with Boyd-Majors Real Estate,
Den Miller •Auctioneer Dm Ferri'
435-4144 APP- Algth".°'




Small one bedroom house- in
county 753-4065 
Two bedroom house. 9 miles
southeast of Murray Married
couples only, references and
deposit required Available mid
September Call 492-8594
after 6 pm
Two bedroom house, all elec-
tric. $165 per month Call 753-
3582 













Ideal for storing hogs* full of
furniture. cars antiques
business oval-Bows. etc




Milk cow. Holstein, with
papers Call 753-2757 after
4 30 pm. 
38. Pets-Supplies 
AKC Pug puppies, these cute
puppies make wonderful pets.
753-7438 
AKC registered Doberman pup-
pies. 8 weeks old Call 355-
2896. 
Beginners obedience classes to
be started September 1, for 10
weeks at Paradise Kennels
Must sign up in advance. Class
will be limited For more infor.
melon call 753-4106 
Toy Poodle puppies. one black
and two silver,. wormed Phone
753-2777. 
40. Produce
For sale apples. Courtland.
Paducah. Johnathon. Yellow
Delicious and others. Graded
apples. $5 per bushel, sound
seconds. $3 per bushel. also
cider Call to reserve order
Tucker Orchards, Landfill Road
489-2467 Bring own con-
tainers 
41. Public Sale
Four party yard sale. Saturday
Turn oft 121 at Baptist church
in Coldwater, half mile on left.
Children's clothes. toys. fur-
niture, milk cans, clothes.
miscellaneous. Cancelled if
rains
Four party garage sale Friday
and Saturday 8 til 4 1015
Story Avenile Something for
everyone
Four party yard sale. 8:00-?.
Saturday, August 25. Baby bed.
mattress, stereo, toys, fur-
niture. 2 steam irons, toaster,
vacuum cleaner, office equip-
ment, odd dishes, winter
clothing and much, much,
more. Will be cancelled incase
of rain. 1301 Olive Blvd. 
Garage sale at William's Body
Shop. Industrail Road. Open






til 5 p.m. et
200 N. 15th St.
Many inexpensive quali-
ty items. Almost new
fall shirts, sweaters,
end slacks at bargain
prices. Also many low
priced nic•necs.
Garage sale, Friday and Satur-
day. 9•00-5 00. August 24 and
25 2 manual typewriters, ping
pong table, boys clothing and
shoes, ladies clothing, purses.
and shoes. books, games.
fabricc and junk 1209
Dogwood Drive East, Whitnell
Estates behind Holiday Inn. 
The Murray Business and Pro-
fessional Womens Club will
hold a garage sale at 503 Blair,
Saturday. August 25th at 8 M.
-
PUBLIC SALES
Nobbles Side In IIIrksey, Set. 10
▪ p.m. cosi sales eetly.
Cleyteo's permeiel cellectiese
of fn.,. 4000 world calm,





140111. 700, rellgims, team,
frames, etc. 111•011$: 0.5 War,
trains, others. Cepy-Mete.
Stem end were. liocebe Lend
Gruel (1065). Dealer inquiries -
401-2651.
41. Public Sale 
Garage sale, August 24th and
25th, corner of London and
Talbard Lots of clothes, leather
coats, all weather coats and fur
trimmed large sizes, dishes,
cookware, flower pots. crafts,
pictures, etc. Rain Of shine 
Three family yard sate in
Panarama Shores, starts Friday
8 am through Saturday 436-
2862.
Yard sale. Friday 8-5, Saturday
8-4 Lamps, canning jars,
clothes, ironing board, old
records, miscellaneous. 106 N
17th 
Yard sale, lots of furniture,
Broyhill dinette set. 1627 Loch
Lomond, Saturday 25th, all
day
Yard sale, Saturday 8 til 5.
1101 Story Avenue CB
receiver, clothes dryer
household items, and free
clothes. 
43. Real Estate 
Beginner's luck! Clean, extra
nice, 2 bedroom mobile home
located on tree shaded corner
lot or a perfect ending for
retirees! For more information







46 at ' :
3 BR., B.V home,
- newly decorated and
carpeted, large kit-
chen-den, located on
641 about 51.1 miles
from Murray. Very
nice only $39,500.
Nice neat home on 4 ki
acres in good location
about 3 miles from






This is a one unit apt
in a 4 unit con-
dominum. $11,000
Choice Waterfront. lake view
and small.acre tracts near lake
at Hamlin, KY about 10 miles
east of Murray All have good
building sites This property
can be purchased with a low
down payment and the balance
financed at less than barn.
rates We also have several lake
area homes for sale John C
Neubauer, Realtor. 1111





bedroom home and 40










43. Real Estate -
Attractive 3 bedroom
home, beautiful land-








Children need a big house! The
one we hare just listed has
plenty of room for everyone 5
bedrooms and 2 baths located
on quiet street Priced in the
530's Call for an
appointment .153.















Good three bedroom home with
basement on nice shady lot
near Southside Shopping
Center, only 523.500 Galloway






Need lots of room?
Here's a 5. bedroom 2
bath home with living
room, fireplace and
den. There's also a 30 x
50 concrete block work
shop and it's all
situated on ap-
proximately 3 acres. It








Country Estate near Southwest
Elementary School Large 4
bedroom brick home with 3
baths on one acre lot Has din-
ing room den with fireplace
central heat and air kitchen
with all built-ins, lots of
closets, 4 more acres available.
Priced in upper $60's Call Guy
Spann Realty  753-7724 
Reduce food cost! Plant a
garden in large back yard of
the 3 bedroom basement
home 1 acre m-I with small
barn for horse Call 753






Think you can't afford
to buy? Upstairs
apartment can be
rented to help make
payrionts, downstairs








Jobs Sal*  Realtor
753-7411 (amnion)
In the hub of things! At 406
South 12th Street, this 6
bedroom stucco home has
great investment potential
Home is in good condition in
side and out, is zoned 6-4. Buy
before the prices soar Call Guy
Spann Realty, 753-7724 
Purdom & Thurman









only 4 miles from Mur-
ray. First time offered
for sale. Has private
setting on blacktop
road with close access
to community water
system. Priced at
$7500. Phone K op-
perud Realty 753-1222
for all your real estate
needs.
FOR SALE BY OWNER
IN SEDALIA
Five bedroom, central natural gas heat, large garage
large garden plot, some fruit trees. Call'
CURTIS OVERBY
1-328-8413 or after 5 o,m. 753-0900
at
Open House This Sunday
August 26th, 2-4 p.m.
1534 LONDON DRIVE CANTERBURY
Words cannot describe the beauty of this luxurious 4 bedroom home with
3-car attached garage. This home features the utmost in luxurious, con-
venient family living and near perfection in quality, comfort and design.
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43. Real Estate
Home farm and income pro-
perty combined' This 30 acre
farm has a good 4 bedroom
home a mobile home hookup
with seperate septic system
and utilities for rental and 10
acres of timber Located on
blacktop road Priced in the




45. Farms For Sale
For Sale 55 acres by owner
Would sell a portion Call 153-
8555 
46. Homes For Sale 
For sale by owner 2 bedroom
frame house, very nice, im-
mediate possession Days call
753-0550. nights call 753-
1877 or 759-1261 
Fire damaged house with
seperate undamaged rental
property Big house has central
gas heat and is located on a
double lot $13.500. Call 153-
1687 before 5 pm. 753-4925
after 5 pm. 
47. Motorcycles 
CL-175 Honda, electric start,
lights, and signals In excellent
condition, $400 Phone 1-354-
6217
47. Motorcycles 
For sale CB 360-1, 1976 real
good condition, looks like new
Cill 753-5617. 
1978 750 Honda. 6,000 miles,
excellent condition Call 1-838-
6671 after 5 pm 
150 Honda chopper, extra
sharp, for sale or trade for
Harley. 437-4437.
1972 Model 500 Kawaski
3000 actual miles, $1000 Call
753-5463 or 753-0144 
1979 Yamaha 650 Special,
2100 miles, $2100 Call 753-
2871. 
1978 Yamaha I1-175 with
boots, good condition Call
753-7228. 
48. Auto. Services 
Four super sharp mag wheels,
size 14 X,7, priced to sell Call
753-7524 
49. Used Cars 
1977 wrecked Bronco, 15,000
miles, $1500 Call 759-4120
after 6 pm 
1977 Chrysler New Yorker, ex-
cellent condition Call 753-
2292 
1968 Camaro, good condition,
6 cylinder, automatic, ex-
cellent gas mileage, phone
753-0595, after 6753-7912 
1975 Ford Torino stationwagon
with automatic, air, power
steering Sealed bids will be
accepted at Murray Cablevision
until August 24, 1979.
Spring House Cleaning
Special
Walls, windows, floors and carpets. Free estimates.
Insured and experienced. Call day or night:
759-1176
• FOR SALE
Sixteen Foot Starcraft Runabout Boat.
Equipped with vinyl top, bow, sturn and
side curtains. Has a 85 H.P. Mercury
motor and tilt Dilly trailer. Excellent
family boat. 52,600.00.Call 753-1919
ask for Karen between 7 a.m.-3 p.m.
49. Used Cars
1973 Ford Gran Torino-wagon
good shape $425 Call 431
4801
For Soli
1970 Buick Skylark ruin
good, needs little body work
$300 Coll 753-9921 after
100 p.m.
1950 Ford Club Coupe for sale
Good running car, good condi-
tion. $1250 Phone 753-1223
days 
Must sell 1970 Chevelle, 1975
model 350 engine, automatic.
22 mpg, mags, $750 or nearest
offer See at 700 Meadow Lane
or call Lori at 753-5901 
1932 V model Ford Roadster,
street rod Call 492-8322 or
492-8666. 
50. Used Trucks 
1970 Chevrolet pickup. V8
standard transmission, good
work truck, $850 Call 759-
4683 after 5 30 pm. 
1977 Chevrolet pickup, must
sell, consider any reasonable
offer 753-8162 after 5 pm. 
1974 Dodge truck, in good con-
dition Call 492-8325 after 5
pm
1971 Ford Bronco, 4 wheel
drive, good condition. $2800.
Call 753-9871 after 5 pm. 
1968 VW Van. factory built
mini-camper with pop-up top,
ice box, sink, table and bed.
runs good $1000. Phone 1-
354-6211.
1967 Chevrolet camper van
with pop top and appliances.
1969 Chevelle 2-door ha,dtop
Call 753-2906 or 759-4601. 
1974 Coachman Deluxe
camper, self-contained, awn-
ing, roll-up t.v antenna, other
camping necesseties included.
Like new, only $4000. Call 753-






$4200 and up. See us for
parts. accessories, and hitch
installations. White's Camper
Sales, Highway 94 E, 753-
0605. ,
53. Services Offered 
Byers Brothels & Son-General
home remodeling, framing
aluminum siding. gutters, anc
roofing Call 1-395-4961 or I
362-4895. 
Carpet cleaning, at reasonable
rates Prompt and efficient set




Vibra-Vac steam or dry clean-
ing. Call Lee's Carpet Cleaning,
753-5827 or 753-5816. 
Compare and save on chain
link fencing Circle A Fencing
753-8407.
Can't get those small lobs
around the house or mobile -
WI home done? Carpentry, pain-
ting, plumbing, aluminum
siding. patios, small concrete
lobs. Call 436-2562 after 5  prh.
For your chain link fencing
needs, contact Montgomery
Ward. Free estimates. 753-
1966. 
Guttering by Sears, Sears con-
tinous gutters installed per
your specifications. Call Sears
753-2310 for free estimates. 
Hugh Outland roofing, ex-
cellent references. Call 759-
1118 evenings.
Insulation blown in by Sears,
save on these high heating and
cooling bills Call Sears. 753-
2310. for free estimates.
Dog Grooming. All breeds. By
appointment. Pick up and
delivery. Connie Lampe, 436-
2510. 
Do You need stumps removed
from your yard or land cleared
of stumps? We can remove
stumps up to 24' below the
ground, leaving only sawdust
and chips. Call for free
estimate, Steve Shaw 153-
9490 or Bob Kemp 435-4343.
For your coal needs, call 797-
8318 or write Edward lpock.
Rt.l. Dawson Springs. KY
42408. 
Concrete arid block work. Block
garages, basements, driveways,
walks, patios, steps, free
estimates. 753-5416. 
Carpet and vinyl installed, free
estamates, 7 years experience
in this area. Call Bob Mills at
492-8436.
'Who were you expecting,
Rosalynn?"
51. Campers 
13x7 camper trailer, good con-
dition, priced reasonable. Call
474-2335. 
52. Boats and Motors 
11 Foot Sea Snark sailboat.
good condition. $75. Phone
753-7231. • 
1979 Fisher Marine aluminum
fishing boat with 25 hp
Johnson. For details call 753-
2316. 
1972 Glasstron Carlson
Runabout with 1973 Mercury
115 motor, in excellent condi-
tion. 1968 International Scout
4 wheel drive with V8, in good
condition, gets good gas
mileage. Call 753-6132. 
1972 Glasstron GT-160, 1972
125 hp Johnson outboard, with
trailer, cheap. Days phone 753-
4703. after 6 pm 759-1274
Carter and
52. Boats and Motors 
Boat. motor and trailer. 474-
2789.
For sale or trade: 35 ft.
houseboat, steel hull, Call
753-3660. 
24 foot Pontoon, coast gaurd
equipped, 55 horse Johnson
outboard motor. 436-2361
after 6 pm.
1974 Pontoon boat with 50 hp
Johnson motor. Moving must
sell. Call 759-1874 after 4 pm.
53. Services Offered 
Alcoa Aluminum siding and
trim. Call after 6 pm, 753-
1873. Jack Glover.
Additions, Repair work, cir-
culating fireplaces, roofing, in-






Floored and ready. Up to 12 x 24. Also barn style, of-
fices, cottages, mobile home ad-ons, and patios, or U•
BUILD, pre-cut completely ready to assemble up to 24
x 60. Buy the best for less.




Boc khoe- Looder work,
replacement, repair and




your needs, old or new, quality
work. Call 753-0565 
Fence Sales at Sears now Call
Sears 753-2310 for free
estimates for your needs.
Ken's Lawnmower repair. 718
South 4th. Fast service. 753-
7400.
Licinsed Electrician and gas in-
stallation, will do plumbing,
heating and air conditioning
Call 753-7203 
Licensed electrician. Service





and brown. Roofs sealed. Also
patio awnings, open or screen-
ed in. with or without windows
Also carports, single and dou-
ble sizes. Jack Glover, 753-
1873 after 6 pm. 
Roofing, patchwork all kinds,
shingles all kinds, hot work.
Call 753-0147.
Small Engine repair, efficient
mechanic on duty at all times.
Contact Montgomery Ward
Catalog Store, 753-1966. 
Will haul driveway white rock
and Ag lime, also have any type
of brown or white Pea gravel.










53. Services Offered 
Siding, aluminum. vinyl. steel
Free estimates. Call 1-247-
7201 day or night 
Will do plumbing. heating and
air conditioning, repairs and
remodeling around the home,
such as. painting, carpentry
and concrete 753-2211 or
753-9600 
Wet basement' We make wet
basements dry, work complete-
ly guarenteed Call or write
Morgan Construction Co..
Route 2, Box 409A, Paducah,







Your trees courp be silently suf-
fering from insect attack and
or fungus disease. A new
method of pesticide injection
to your trees can correct most
of these problems easily ,,and
quickly. Scientific and effec-
tive. Call today, EPA certified.
Kelley's Termite & Pest Con-
trol. Inc. 100 South 1:*ti
Street, Murray, KY 4207,
Phone 753-3914. 33 years of
experience in pest control. 
56. Free Column 
Free puppies. Call 489-2669
after 6 pm. 
57. Wanted 
Wanted: :;12rm families,. in-
terested in a top notch major
medical group hospital




NEW OFFICE HOURS: Closed All Day Wed.
Monday-Friday 7:30-Noon Saturday 7:30 til 5:00
Price of
HAIRCUT $1.50 PRICE SHAVE $1.25
For Nospriel how. cr. *Po cad 713 3611 •••• as, as iplivous floury 11614 Soma
FOR SALE
BY OWNER
3 bedroom home on lot 90 x 150 located at
Panorama Shores. Has living room, kit-
chen, utility and bath. Bedrooms newly




Houseboat, Fiberglass & Aluminum 23' x 8' $6995.00
Datsun Sport Convertible Classic, Excellent Condition
$1875.00
1973 Ford F-100 Ranger, Full automatic, $1875.00
Fiberglass cover for long bed pickup $75.00
Two 'small boats, one fiberglass, one aluminum $150
and $75.00
4 HP Eska Outboard motor $50.00
Call 436-2196 after 5 .m.
11115 N. ID-MAJORS REAL
 ESTATE.
753-8080 PRE E RED H° ES
Neat 2 BR., frame home, situated on 41/2 acres,
( mostly wooded ) , only 3 miles from city on 94 E.
Modestly priced at $77,500.
Superbly built, new 4 BR., 21/2 bath quality home,
with 2900 sq. ft. Many distinctive features in-
cluding fireplace with heatolator, double garage.
1530 Beckett, New-4 BR., 3 Bath home, large
sunken family rm., w/fireplace. Playroom






"Professional Services With The Friendly Touch"
Country estate, new colonial home on 12 acres
So many luxuries, so much spaciousness, 11
rooms, 3 baths, full finished basement, 2
fireplaces. Owner will consider trade for city
property or will finance.
42 acres, mostly tendable fertile creek bottom
land. good 2 bedroom home, family room, large
kitchen-dining area. Spacious living room. Only
58,900.
Newly decorated and carpeted, 3 BR., BV home.
large kitcherv-den) Apacious master bedroom,
carport. Locates:Ion 641 N. about 542 miles from
town. Priced at $39,500.
Practically new 2 bedroom cabin in Ky. Lake
Dev. is beautifully decorated and completely fur-
nisbed. Elec. heat and air cond. all this for only
$10,500.
Only 19,400. will put you in this 3 bedroom neat
home on a large corner lot. Economical gas heat,
carpeted. A good buy in these inflationary times.
Two bedroom frame home located on Beale St. is
a good buy at $22,900, elec. heat, carpeted„ kit-
chen appliances inc. Perfect for small family.
SERVING THE ENTIRE PURCHASE AREA
"Do Business Where Business Is Being Done"
A fine home in perfect condition has 4 BR., 2
Baths, study, playroom, fireplace. Large fenced
in back yard, located on Kirkwood, Cent. gas
heat and air. 2 car garage.
Lovely 3 BR., 11/2 bath home, located on 5 acres
of level land just 6 rni. from Murray on 641 N




r • • i II : -- -
You'll find it all in this spacious, 3 bedroom, 2
bath contemporary brick ranch home. Beamed




Reuben chloody 753 9036
Homer Miller 753• 7 5 19 REALTOR'




Mrs. 011ie (Joyce McNeely
Smotherman of 1416 Vine
Street, Murray, died this
morning at six o'clock at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. She was 82 years of
age.
The Murray woman had
been a member of the Oak
Grove Baptist Church for
about 65 years. Born Aug. 26,
1896, in Calloway County, she
was the daughter of the late A.
Y. McNeely and Anna Clark
Glover McNeely. One son, the
Rev. Harold Sinothernian,
died June 28, 1978.
Mrs. Smotherman is sur-
vived by her husband. 011ie. to
whom she was married on










Also surviving are nine
grandchildren, seven step
grandchildren. eight great




but friends may call at the
Max Churchill Funeral Home
after 1 p.m. on Friday.
Funeral services for Jesse
Crouse of Murray Route 2 are
being held today at 3 p.m. at
the Spring Creek Baptist
Church where he was a
member with the Rev. Gregg
Burton and the Rev. Dr.
Jerrell White officiating.
Dwight Brinn will direct the
singing by the church choir
with Wynona Brinn as pianist.
Serving as pallbearers are
Sam Calhoun, R. C. Miller.
Thomas Lee, Danny Cun-
ningham, J. D. Jones, and Wes
Fulton. Burial will follow in
the church cemetery with the
arrangements by the Max
Churchill Funeral Home.
Mr. Crouse, 69, died Wed-
nesday at 6:32 a.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. He was a retired
farmer and carpenter. Born
Jan. 15, 1910, in Calloway
County, he was the son of the
late Henry Taylor Crouse and
Gussie Cleaver Crouse. His
wife, the former Rachel
Marshall, died Aug. 29, 1977.
He is survived by one
daughter, Mrs. Max Wanda
Bailey, Murray; two sisters,.
Mrs. Novella Chambers.







Murray Sub District United
Methodist Youth Fellowship
will meet Thursday, Aug. 23,
at 7 p.m. at the Brooks Chapel
United Methodist Church,
likated east of Dexter off
Highway 1346.
Billy Joe Lovett will show
slides of his summer mission
work in Hayti, and Doug
McKinney and Alex Dowdy
will present special music.
Mary Denny, president,
urges all members and in-
terested persons to attend.
Crawford Armstrong of
Murray Route 7 died Wed-
nesday at 7:45 p.in, at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. He was 67 years of
age.
The deceased was a retired
farmer and a member of the
Williams Chapel Church of
Christ. Born Feb. 8, 1912, in
Calloway County, he was the
son of the late Galen Elbert
Armstrong and Edna Earl
Norman Armstrong.
Mr. Armstrong is survived
by his wife, Mrs. Molena
Adams Armstrong, Murray
Route 7; one daughter, Mrs.
Kenneth ( Peggy Geurin,
Murray Route 5; four sons—
Bobby. Donald, and Ronald
Armstrong, Murray Route 7,
and Jerry Armstrong.
Mayfield Route 7: half sister.
Mrs. Otis !Ella) Dunnaway,
Farmington Route 1: nine
randchildren.
The funeral will be held
Friday at 2 p.m. at the chapel
of the Max Churchill Funeral
Home with Ed Davis and the
Rev. Mike I.ittrell officiating.
Active pallbearers will be
Kelvin and Marlin Morris,
Jack Cochran, Steve Rowland,
Cliff McCallon. and James
Henry Armstrong. Honorary
pallbearers will be Glen and
Donald Crawford, Lancie
Morris, and Luther Suggs.
Burial will follow in the Salem
Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home after 6 p.m.
tonight Thursday).
Hog Market
Federal-State Market News Service
August 23, 1979
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 7 Buying Stations
Receipts: Act. 540 Est. 600 Barrows &
Gilts .75 higher Sows steady
US 1-2 200-230 lbs . 840.00-40.25
US 2200-240 lbs $39.75-40.00
US 2-3 240-250 lbs. $38.75-39.75
US 2-4 260-280 lbs
Sows
US 1-2 270350 lbs $28.00-29.00
US 1-3 300-450 lbs. . $27.00-28.00
US 1-3 450-500 Ibis 228.00-30.00
US 1-3 500-650 Ito. $30.0431 00
US 2-3 300,500 lbs. $Z00-2700
Boars 29.0427.00
Livestock Market
LOUISVILLE. Ky AP -- USDA - -
Estimated receipts cattle and calves 400:
feeders 60 percent: slaughter steers and
heifers untested, slaughter cows 1 00-2.00
lower; bulls limited offerings 100100
higher, calves and vealers untested:
feeders poorly tested: limited offerings
steady
Slaughter steers choice 2-4 1090-1180 lb
63.00, good 2-3 1390-1400 lb 58 M. slaughter
cows utility 1.347 .50-52.00: cutter 1-2 48.50-
4925; canner and low cutter 39.00-46.90:
slaughter bulls yield grade 1 1690 lb us-
dicating 82 carcass boning pgrcent 6800.
yield grade 1-2 1035.1431)lb inting 77-79
percent 5600-6309. slaughter calves and
vealers untested wt.; feeder steers
choice 804750 lb 75.7484.75; mixed good
and choice 40-475 lb 0630-92.68, good 225-
600 lb 70.004600; 600-1260 lb 5700-7000.
heifers few choice 621427 lb 71 29-7200
roused good and choice 300400 lb 64 00-
75 00; good 400-710 lb 60.0048.90
Hogs NO; harrows and gilts 50-.75
higher after opening fully steady, US 1-2
210-225 lb 41,20-41.65, 2 205-240 lb 40,75-
4100. sows 100-1.00 higher. US 1-2400-475
lb 31.2432.00; 475-550 lb 32.0433.25; a few
33.50. 2-3 400-450 lb 29 80-31 25: boars over
300 lb 32.90-3400.
Sheep 25, untested early
Stock Market
Prices of stock of local interest at
noon, EDT, today, furnished to the
Ledger & Times by First of Michigan.
Corp., of Murray, are as follows
Industrial Average . . .. -1.19
Air Products . . 32us unc
American Motors   7%




Ford Motor 4194 unc
G .AF Ilnunc
General Care No Trade
General Dynamics 41N Ls
General Motors 59 -%
General Tire 23 unc
Goodrich   2249 +%
Hardees 140 + %
Heublem 281V4 + 4ts
IBM 70% -40
Jenco 111%B 1948A
K Mart 2749 +a
Pennwalt 34% -%
Quaker Oats  +411
Tappan 12% uric
Texaco 211%unc
Wal Mart 31% 4-
Wendy. 13B 111NA
1975 Pontiac Grand Prix
Bright red, block vinyl roof, black interior white
letter tires, Rally wheels, power steering and
brakes, air conditicmer, power windows, door
locks, tilt wheel, AM-FM stereo, approximately
56,000 miles. $3,099.00.





Several members of the
Murray Civitan Club will be
attending the eleventh annual
convention of the Kentucky
District of Civitan Inter-
national, August 24-25 at
Louisville, Ky.
Leading the local group will
be Larry Dunn, president of
Murray Civitans; John
Emerson, state sergeant at
arms; Cofield Vance, past
state governor; Mrs. Opal
Roberts, Murray president-
elect: Hoyt Roberts, club
chaplain and Wayne Williams,
lieutenant governor of area VI
of Kentucky Civitans.
Williams will participate in
the convention program both
on August 24 and 25.
The Murray Civitan Club
will have entries in the project
of the year, project of the
quarter, scrapbook, best club
secretary and best club
president.
The Murray Club has grown
from twenty-five members in
October 1978 to thirty-two
members as of August 1979.
Mrs. Opal Roberts will be the
only female Civitan Club
president in Kentucky during
the 1979-80 year of clubs that
have both male and female
niembers.
WILLIE BRADSHAW will
be the speaker for the series of
gospel messages at the Alm(
Church of Christ starting
Friday, Aug. 24, and con-
tinuing through Sunday. Aug
26. Services will be at 7:30
p.m. on Friday. Saturday, and
Sunday. Also on Sunday Bible
Study will be at 10 a.m, with
worship at 11 a.m. Mr
Bradshaw, his wife. Linda
and two sons. Patrick anti
Gregory. reside in Paducah
where he preaches for the
Ninth Street Church of Christ.
He is a graduate of the
Memphis School of Preaching.
and has preached, spoken to
youth groups, and directed
singing for religious groups in
eight states. The public is





David Kratzer. a native of place in and the services to be
Springfield, Ill., has been offered at the university's new
named director of the Student 8.2 million dollar Student
Center at Murray State Center. now under con-
University, succeeding Clyde
Stunson, who resigned to
accept a position in New York
State.
Kratzer, 31, comes to the
David Kratzer
campus from Evansville, Ind.,
where -he was director of the
McCurdy Alumni Memorial
Union at the University of
Evknsville.
Previously, he had been an
assistant and acting direct-




degree in recreation and park
administration in 1970. In 1971,
he was awarded a master's
degree in recreation from the
University of Illinois.
Kratzer currently is
directing the activities in the
temporary Student Center,
formerly the University
School, at Murray State. He
also is involved in the plan-
ning, development and
scheduling of activities to take
struction near the heart of the
campus and which he even-
tually will direct.
A captain in the U. S. Army
Reserve and the son of Mrs.
Aileen Kratzer, 161 North
Illinois , .*venue,_ .Springfield,
he is mai+ied to the former
Judy I.ochmann of Springfield •
and they have two daughters.
Jenny. 11, and Becky, 7. They
live at 802 South 17th Street in
Murray.
Cave Head Says Leak
In Lagoon Will Take
More Pumping Time
MAMMOTH CAVE, Ky.
( AP —The superintendent of
Mammoth Cave National
Park, Robert Deskins, says it
will take another two to three
days to pump out a leaking
sewage treatment lagoon.
One of three lagoons within
the park began to show leaks
last week, raising concerns
that leakage from the lagoon
might enter the cave system.
However, Deskins said he
did not know if that has
happened. -
• The lagoon is one of three
that treat sewage from the
Great Onyx Job Corps Center
in the park. The National Park
Service announced earlier this
summer that the center is
being moved to the edge of the
park, and one factor in that
decision was the threat of
leakage into the cave system.
Deskins said a gasoline
pump is being used in addition
to the lagoon effluent pump to
transfer the liquid into one of
the other lagoons.
Paris, Tenn., Man Killed
When Twin Engine Plane
Crashes Near Airport
BLUFFTON, Ohio (API —
A Paris, Tenn., man was
killed early this morning when
his twin-engine plane crashed
Singing Is Tonight
At Assembly Of God
Ron and The Joyfulaires of
Dickson, Tenn.. will presented
a gospel singing at the First
Assembly of God, South 16th
and Glendale, tonight
'Thursday), at 7 p.m.
The public is invited to
attend and for transportation




The Laker annuals for the
1978-79 school year have
arrived lit Calloway County
High School, according to
Michael Randolph, editor, and
Luna (ireer, advisor.
Persons may pick up their
annuals at the school from 8
a.m. to 4 p.m. on Monday and
Tuesday. Aug. 27 and 28.,
near the Bluffton airport in
northwestern Ohio's Allen
County.
Police said Charles Steve
Clark, 36, had circled the
airport four times in heavy fog
and had decided to fly on to
Fort Wayne, Ind., but his
plane crashed in a wooded
area just south of Ohio 103.
Officials said the Piper
Navaho Chieftain aircraft
belonged eo a Tennesee firm,
Plumley Rubber Co. of Paris.
It reportedly was loaded with
rubber on its way to delivery
at a Lima, Ohio manufac-
turing firm.
Clark, an excellent
musician, may be remem-
bered by many Murray area
people as bass and guitar
player as well as a singer With
Dan Steele and the Top Five, a
band that has played for many
functions locally. He has also
been a regular performed in
recent years at the Kentucky
Lake Music Barn near New
Concord.
Clark is survived by his
wife, Linda, an 8-year-old son,
Stevie, and his father. Funeral
arrangements are incomplete.
INTERNATIONAL
UNITED NATIONS iAP —
Arab opposition today ap-
parently doomed an attempt
by the United States to head
off a Security Council vote on
a resolution calling for
creation of an independent
Palestinian state.
The council was scheduled.
to meet this afternoon for
debate on the resolution, and a
vote was expected Friday.
The United States was certain
to veto it, fulfilling a com-
mitment to Israel.
TEHRAN, Iran (AP) —
Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini
issued stern new warnings to
Iran's rebellious minorities
today and told his own troops
they will face revolutionary
courts if they disobey orders
to crush the uprisings. Three
more executions also were
reported, bringing the toll
since February to 452.
WASHINGTON
WASHINGTON ( API —
President Carter is visiting
the scene of America's most
famous whitewashing' —
Hannibal, Mo., home of
Samuel Clemens and the fence
Torn Sawyer conned his pals
into painting.'
Today's activities mark the
next-to-last scheduled stop on
the first family's seven-day
cruise on the Mississippi
riverboat Delta Queen.
WASHINGTON (API— At
least 89 members of Congress
— 73 representatives and 16
senators — are traveling
abroad on official duty at














WASHINGTON ( API —
Federal officials say U.S.
emergency shipments of
heating oil and kerosene to
Iran were at least partly
designed to maintain the good
will of that oil-rich nation.
NATIONAL
PORTLAND, Ore. (API — A
man who claimed h3 was
carrying a bomb com-
mandeered a United Airlines
727 en route to Los Angeles
and forced the airliner, with
119 persons on aboard, to fly
back to Portland, where he
surrendered early today, the
FBI said.
All aboard the plane, which
carried 112 passengers and
seven crew members, left the
aircraft unharmed, the FBI
said.
JESSUP, Md. ( AP) —Seven
escaped inmates of the
Maryland House of Correc-
tions were captured early
today as authorities hunted for
26 others who broke out of the
prison in the second-largest
jailbreak in Maryland history,
state police said.
DENVER AP) — A gang of
Hispanic youths armed with
clubs and a hammer attacked
a Vietnamese man and
smashed the windows out of
his car as new violence flared
in a housing project were
tensions between the ethnic-
groups have caused refugee
families to flee, police said.
State Of Delaware Drops
All Charges Against Rev.
Pagano; Clouser Confesses
WILMINGTON, Del. (API
— The state of Delaware today
dropped all robbery charges
against the Rev. Bernard T.
Pagano, a Roman Catholic
priest who was on trial as the
alleged "Gentleman Bandit."
His trial had been halted
Monday when another man




guilty before Superior Court
Judge Andrew D. Christie to
three charges of second-
degree robbery in connection
with three of the holdups
which occurred in northern
Delaware earlier this year.
-He feels compelled for
moral reasons to enter the
pleas:* said Marsha
Kramarck, a public defender
appointed to Clouser's case.
But under the terms of the
prosecution action, if any
further evidence comes up
against Pagano, he can be
charged again and retried in
connection with the holdups.
The proceedings were
conducted outside the
presence of the jury.
State prosecutors offered
their apologies to Pagano, who
had no immediate comment.
"The defendant wishes to
plead guilty because he is
guilty,—he wishes to right a
wrong,"said Saul Segan,
Clouser's attorney in Penn-
sylvania, where Clouser had
eaarlier pleaded guilty to
three other armed robberies.
As part of Clouser's plea
agreement, the state of
Delaware said it would not
proceed with any other
possible charges against
Clouser.




convenient egg nest with
room for a dozen eggs.
zinc-plated full width shelves
for strength, rust resistance




Features "the door within a
door" for extra convenienee
robberies and one attempt
attributed to the Gentleman
Bandit, so named because he




FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) -
Gov. ancrMrs. Julian Carroll
flew to Florida Tuesday to
vacation at the Bal Harbour
home of Lexington horseman
Brownell Combs, the
governor's office said.
The governor and his wife
were to travel to and from
Miami on a state airplane,
returning to Frankfort Sunday
morning. a.
The Carrolls are scheduled
to leaVe Sunday afternoon for
the Midwestern Governor's
Conference.
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